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ABSTRACTA gravity and ground-based magnetic survey was conducted at the Rye PatchKnown Geothermal Resource Area located at Rye Patch, Nevada.  The purpose of thestudy was to attempt to further delineate the geothermal reservoir and/or toidentify potential drilling targets.  The survey consisted of collecting data at 264 newstations to augment data from 203 stations collected in 2008.  Information fromprevious seismic, aeromagnetic and geochemical investigations was also examinedand incorporated.  Filtering methods including removal of a polynomial trendsurface and wavelength filtering were utilized on the gravity data to remove thestrong regional overprint caused by the large density contrast between the lowdensity alluvium within the valley versus the near-surface higher density rock in thehigher elevations.  After filtering, the Rye Patch Fault, the Range Front Fault, an east-west trending feature at the location of “southeast” fault, and another possible faultat the southern end of the study area are observable in the Rye Patch geothermalanomaly area.  In the Humboldt House anomaly area, the northeast trendingfeatures identified by MacNight et al. (2005) and Ellis (2011) are not discernablealthough there is a significant gravity low in this area. Based on estimates arrived atby using 2  derivative methods, fault dip angles are on the order of 80  and arend oconsistent with previous conceptual models of the site.  Computer modelingindicates that the fault blocks may also be rotated back to the east.  Due to errors in
xi
collecting diurnal information, the ground-based magnetic information was oflimited use.  Anomalies identified with the magnetic data do however correlate withthe locations of anomalies identified using gravity and aeromagnetic surveys. Results indicate that gravity methods can be an effective method of definingapproximate fault locations, lengths, and approximate trends and dip angles.
xii
CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
PurposeThe purpose of this study was to attempt to further characterize the RyePatch Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) and/or to identify potentialdrilling targets in the area by delineating approximate fault locations, lengths,trends and dip angles.  Gravity and ground-based magnetic surveys are augmentedwith existing seismic, aeromagnetic, remote sensing, and geochemical data. 
LocationThe Rye Patch KGRA is located along U.S. Interstate 80 approximately 190km northeast of Reno, Nevada between the cities of Winnemucca and Lovelock,Nevada (Figure 1).  It includes what has been referred to as the Humboldt Housegeothermal anomaly to the north and the more southerly Rye Patch geothermalanomaly.  It is bounded on the west by the Humboldt Range and on the east by theRye Patch Reservoir (Figure 2).  The northern boundary of the KGRA is demarcatedby the northeast-trending Midas Lineament and the southern boundary by anorthwest-trending fault zone that offsets the Humboldt Range from the WestHumboldt Range located to the south (Waibel et al., 2003).  Ellis (2011) refers tothese northern and southern structural features as sinistral slip faults.
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Figure 1. Map Showing Location of Rye Patch in Pershing County, Nevada.
2
Figure 2. Geographical and industrial features of the Rye Patch KGRA.
3
HistoryThe first documented reference to the geothermal characteristics of the areawas by Croffut in 1872.  Specifically, Croffut (1872) notes that at a railroad signalflag station located 11 miles south of the Humboldt House, “to the left of the road,against the hill side, is another hot spring, over whose surface a cloud of vapor isgenerally floating”.   He continues by stating that “a cabin has been erected on thegreen slope below the spring, as evidence that the property has been appropriated”. As the train would have been heading south traveling from the Humboldt House tothe Rye Patch flag station, “left of the road” would be to the east toward theHumboldt Range.  This would place the location of the fumarole in Section 21 or 22,T30N, R33E.  A review of aerial photographs indicates that a more denselyvegetated area appears to be located in Section 21 close to the existing intersectionof Old Victory Highway and Humboldt Trail.  However there is no other visibleevidence of an active hot spring or fumarole in the area.In addition, siliceous and calcareous sinter deposits occur south and east ofthe Humboldt House(Vanderburg, 1936; Garside and Schilling, 1979).   These hot-spring deposits are also noted by the above authors as containing gypsum, sulfurand detectable amounts of mercury.  Specifically, two are described as being locatedin the SW/4, SE/4, S33, T32N, R33E and NW/4, SW/4, S32, T32N, R33E (Olcutt andSpruck, 1961, as cited by Garside and Schilling, 1979).  More deposits in the samearea were identified by LiDAR and hyperspectral analysis performed and reportedby MacKnight et al. (2005) and Silver et al. (2011).
4
An old mineral exploration well where warm water (76 C) flows at a rate ofoabout 19 l·s  is also reported in the literature (Desormier, 1979; Benoit and Butler,-11983; Waibel et al., 2003).  Desormier (1979) further describes the well as beingdrilled by Estoril in the SE/4, S32, T32N, R33E, that it is flowing with sodiumchloride water, and that the silica and Na-K-Ca geothermometers give estimatedreservoir temperatures of 232 C to 254 C.o oDesormier (1979) and Benoit and Butler (1983) report that a regionalshallow temperature-gradient drilling program (< 20 m) was also conducted byPhillips Petroleum Company in 1974.   The drilling program resulted in theidentification of the Humboldt House and Rye Patch thermal anomalies (Figure 2)and Phillips Petroleum Company drilled the first geothermal production well inNovember 1977 in the Rye Patch geothermal anomaly area.  Desormier (1979)states that the resulting well, designated as Campbell E-1, was drilled to a depth of560 m and that it is cased until the final 25 m.  He also reports that during an initialflow test, the Campbell E-1 well produced 183 C fluid at a rate of approximately o6050 l·min .  Benoit and Butler (1983) also report that the well had a high shut-in-1pressure of approximately 1030 kPa.On the basis of the sinter deposits, the above noted mineral exploration well,the geothermal gradient study, and the Campbell E-1 well, the area was designatedas the Rye Patch KGRA by the USGS  (Muffler, 1978).  KGRA is a special designationthat was defined in the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 as “an area in which thegeology, nearby discoveries, competitive interests, or other indicia would, in the
5
opinion of the Secretary, engender a belief in men who are experienced in thesubject matter that the prospects for extraction of geothermal steam or associatedgeothermal resources are good enough to warrant expenditures of money for thatpurpose” (Godwin et al., 1971).According to Desormier (1979) two additional production wells were drilledin 1978 and 1979.  In 1978, Union Oil Company drilled the Campbell No. 1 well tothe north in the Humboldt House geothermal anomaly in the NE/4, S3, T31N, R33Eto a depth of 2080 m.  Benoit and Butler (1983) report that this well had measuredtemperatures of approximately 205 C but it only produced 0.17 l·s . Phillipso -1Petroleum Company drilled the Campbell E-2 well north of Campbell E-1 to a depthof 2450 m, and also drilled 40 temperature gradient and/or stratigraphic wells todepths of 90 to 610 m across the KGRA (Benoit and Butler, 1983).  The E-2 well wasessentially a dry hole (Desormier, 1979; Waibel et al., 2003).  Benoit and Butler(1983) further state that “these two wells (Campbell E-2 and Campbell No. 1)encountered thick sections of the Triassic Auld Lang Syne Group – shales, slates andphyllites which appear too incompetent to maintain fracture permeability”.  Theycontinue by stating that “thick sequences of siliceous sinter have been foundinterbedded within the Quaternary alluvium and underlying Paleogene and Neogenelacustrine sedimentary rocks in both wells and deep temperature-gradient holes,indicating a long history of geothermal activity at Humboldt House.” Commercial development of the KGRA was initiated in 1991 and, on the basisof the 40 temperature gradient wells drilled by Phillips Petroleum Company
6
mentioned above, a successful production well (44-28) was drilled (Waibel, et al.,2003).  The success of this well led to the construction of a 12.7 MW capacity powerplant by Ormat Energy Services, Inc. (Gritto et al., 2002).  Waibel et al. (2003) notethat seven additional production wells were drilled concurrently with the plant’sconstruction in the vicinity of the successful well (Figure 3).  However, the sevennew wells were either too cold or did not produce sufficient quantities ofgeothermal fluids to operate the plant (Feighner et al., 1999; Gritto et al., 2003).  A number of studies have been conducted in an effort to characterize thegeothermal reservoir and to site new, more productive wells.  These studies will bediscussed in more detail in the following chapter.  Waibel et al. (2003) do howeverreport that an additional well (72-28) that was located on the basis of additionalthermal gradient wells was successful. Waibel et al. (2003) report that this well israther shallow and is of relatively low temperature.Due to the close spacing of the wells (within an area less than 2.6 km ) with2one successful well and the remainder unsuccessful with respect to operation of  theplant, it has been postulated that the distribution of the reservoir fluids is controlledby fractures and faulting (Gritto et al., 2002) which is in keeping with the generalconceptual models of the geothermal systems in this area of the Basin and RangeProvince (Blackwell et al.,1999).  Waibel et al. (2003) present a conceptual modelspecific to the Rye Patch geothermal system and Ellis (2011) has further refined thismodel. 
7
Figure 3.  Well locations in the vicinity of the Rye Patch geothermal power
plant.
After the initial exploration and reservoir evaluation efforts by PhillipsPetroleum Company, the plant and property has exchanged hands a number oftimes.  Presco Energy, LLC, the current owner, acquired the property from Mt.Wheeler Power in 2001.
8
HypothesisI hypothesize that a high resolution gravity survey in combination with aground-based magnetic survey will better define the locations, trends, lengths, anddip angles of faults and possible solution cavity features and thus lead to theidentification of potential geothermal drilling targets. By incorporating othergeologic, geophysical and geochemical data, I propose to show that the methodologymay be used to develop realistic site models at other locations where suchinformation may be limited.  At a minimum, I hypothesize that gravity methods canbe used early in the exploration process to identify locations that would warrantfurther study by other methods and that it can be a valuable tool in geothermalprospecting.
9
CHAPTER II - PREVIOUS STUDIESThe early history of the geothermal area and exploration efforts prior to theconstruction of the power plant was discussed in Chapter I.  A number of otherinvestigations and studies at the Rye Patch geothermal field both before and sinceconstruction of the plant have been conducted in an effort to better define thegeothermal resource and to increase production of geothermal fluids to allowoperation of the plant.  The earliest study found in the literature was an audiomagnetotelluric studyconducted by Long and Batzle (1976).  The data are reported in an U.S. GeologicalSurvey open-file report (76-700c) which includes a map of the station locations andcopies of hand recorded values for the apparent resistivity at various frequencies. No analysis or interpretation of the data was found during a subsequent literaturesearch.Sibbett and Glenn (1981) produced a detailed description of the cuttings andwell logs from Phillips Petroleum Company’s Campbell E-2 well.  Based on thelithologic log and surface geology, they also prepared a cross section extending fromwest of the well eastward into the Humboldt Range and provided two possible interpretations of the subsurface along the cross section.  Their principleconclusions were: 
10
• that it seemed unlikely that a geothermal reservoir exists in the horstblock of the Humboldt House anomaly area principally on the basisthat all known sinter deposits occurred in the graben block northwestand southwest of the Campbell E-2 well and due to the range frontfault dipping to the west; and,• that the Grass Valley and Auld Lange Syne Group are generally fine-grained argillaceous and slaty rocks with very low intergranularpermeability and that they may not be competent enough to maintainsufficient fracture permeability.   A gravity survey was also conducted at the site in 1981 with the datareported in another U.S. Geological Survey open-file report (Duffrin et al., 1985).  Atotal of 172 gravity stations were occupied along four major transects and severaloffshoots across the valley between the Humboldt Range on the east and the Trinityand Antelope Ranges on the west.  Schaefer (1986) produced a map of the Bouguergravity anomalies, depth to bedrock, and shallow temperatures based on the gravityreadings, thirty shallow-temperature measurements (two meters in depth) and sixseismic lines.  A report of the integrated geophysical studies that had been performed at thesite prior to 1999 was prepared for Mt. Wheeler Power by Teplow (1999). However, a copy of this report was not available for review at the time ofpreparation of this paper.  Gritto (2002) reports that interpretation of 3-D seismicreflection data from the Teplow (1999) report indicated the location of a possible
11
fault with a strike of N 76  W and a dip of 73   NE.  The paper also reportedlyo oincluded a gravity survey that consisted of 334 stations that calculated the Bouguerresidual by subtracting a best fitting plane of the regional trend from the individualstations to obtain the local gravity trends.  Gritto et al. (2002) interpreted ananomaly shown on the residual map as a mass excess of the uniform sloping plane ofthe Triassic basement rocks.  They continue by stating that the mass excess could bethe result of hydrothermal mineralization or an uplift of high-density basementrocks relative to the lower density overlying sediments.  Feighner et al. (1999) alsonote that the Teplow report included self-potential (SP) and magnetic surveys.  Beginning in 1997, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)conducted several studies in the vicinity of the Rye Patch power plant.  Specifically,Feighner et al. (1998) performed a vertical seismic profile (VSP) at Well 46-28(Figure 3) to determine the seismic reflectivity of the geologic strata and to obtainvelocity information to be used in the design and subsequent processing of aproposed three-dimensional seismic survey.  The results of the VSP indicated thatcoherent reflector beds were observed at two layers which, on the basis ofcorresponding lithologic well logs, they presumed to be from the permeable clasticunit within the Natchez Pass Formation and from the lower portions of the NatchezPass Formation.  As these reflector beds were discernable, the project moved forward and a  3-D seismic imaging investigation was performed to “determine if modern seismictechniques could be successfully applied in geothermal environments” and “to map
12
the structural features which may control geothermal production in the reservoir”(Feighner et al. 1999).  The 3-D survey covered an area of approximately 7.8 km2with 12 north-south receiver lines and 25 east-west receiver lines with a spacing of245 m.  The results indicated the presence of at least one dominant fault that wasbelieved to be part of a graben structure and that may be controlling the migrationof fluids to the reservoir (Feighner et al., 1999).  They also report that the throw ofthe structure appears to be approximately 105 m at the northern end to 60 m at thesouthern end.  Feighner et al. (1999) also note that an isolated velocity high occursat a depth of between 90 and 120 m that coincides with the low SP anomaly and theintersection of two steep magnetic gradients, one trending to the northwest and theother to the south-southwest per Teplow’s 1999 report.During the conduction of the 3-D seismic survey, in addition to the surfacereceivers, the LBNL also deployed a three component seismometer at a depth of1190 m in well 46-28 (Gritto et al., 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003).  This surface-to-borehole configuration recorded the waves generated by all of the surface sources inan effort to use the collected data to determine the subsurface structure as afunction of azimuth by means of ray-path tracing.  The results of this studyconfirmed the regional trend of the normal faulting in the area with a north-southstrike and westward dip.  They also identified a local disturbance that was strikingin an east-west direction that they described as being at an elevation consistent withthe interface between the carbonate basement and the overlying sedimentarysequence that they tentatively identified as being a fault.   
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In 2000, Mt. Wheeler Power (then owner of the site) received a grant fromthe DOE’s Geothermal Resource Exploration and Definition Projects (GRED)program to test the productivity of the intersection of the Rye Patch fault with theeast-west trending feature identified in the 3-D seismic survey (Mansure et al.,2001).  The testing required the reopening of well 72-28 which had beentemporarily abandoned at a depth of 298 m due to a lost circulation zone with highcross flows that prohibited deepening of the well to the desired completion depth. Prior attempts to seal the well with cement plugs had been unsuccessful so the re-opening entailed using a polyurethane grout (Mansure et al., 2001).  The groutingwas successful between the depths of 223 to 230 m and the well was eventuallydeepened to 643 m although additional lost circulation zones were encounteredbetween 230 m and the bottom of the well (Warpinski et al., 2004).  Warpinski et al.(2004) also reported that the results of the well testing showed that the well wascapable of producing 8460 l·min .  They further estimated that the composite for-1the field would be capable of producing of 11,350 l·min  of geothermal fluid for 27-1years at a temperature of between 150 C - 179 C.o oIn 2002, Michels prepared a detailed report on the hydrogeochemistry of thethermal waters at the Rye Patch development.  He performed a comprehensiveevaluation of 82 sets of analyses from water produced from nine wells.  Michels(2002) reported two features that he found particularly significant: 1) there was asubstantial uniformity in the concentrations of sodium, potassium, chloride, lithium,and boron that he believed indicated a common heat source with a temperature of
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274 C, and 2) that all of the fluids showed substantial depletion of silica contentoindicating precipitation of silica and reduction in permeability resulting in thehydraulic isolation of the “active” reservoir.    Michels (2002) also notes that the “active” reservoir is the principal source ofthe water that was produced during the well testing and that it is over pressured asthe result of being sealed by an impervious cap and sides.  He continues by statingthat recharge to the bottom is “meager” and that circulation is driven by densitygradients associated with cooling at the cap.  Michels (2002) also states that some ofthe circulation flow moves through fracture (zones) and speculates that the upperpart of the limestone reservoir near the cap has been partially dissolved.  He alsoputs forth the idea that the lower portion of the “active” reservoir is isolated fromthe heat source by silica deposition resulting in a system of “stacked” reservoirswhich leads him to estimate drilling depth required to reach the 274 C source wateroat between 2100 and 2440 m.The University of Nevada Reno Great Basin Center for Geothermal Energywas awarded a grant from the DOE to work cooperatively with Presco Energy LLCand the Florida Canyon Mine to conduct research and to drill additional wells in aneffort to expand the development on to Florida Canyon Mine property.  From May toJuly 2003, they drilled five wells; one to 152 m, three to 305 m, and one to 457 m.  Atotal of 564 m of core was obtained from the wells (Johnson et al., 2004; NevadaBureau of Mines and Geology, 2005).  The drilling report of the exploratory programprovides a summary of the drilling conducted at the Humboldt House geothermal
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anomaly near the Florida Canyon Mine and includes lithologic descriptions andgamma ray and temperature logs (Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, 2003). Johnson (2003 as cited by Davis, 2011) and Johnson et al., (2004) originallylogged and described the drill core and performed petrographic analyses andlaboratory tests on the core.  Analytical methods included Scanning ElectronMicroscopy (SEM) to determine mineral phase relationships; Inductively CoupledPlasma - Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) for whole rock geochemistry to determinemajor, minor and trace elements; petrographic study of fluid inclusions, followed bylaser ablation - ICP-MS; and x-ray diffraction (XRD) for clay identification (Johnsonet al., 2004). Davis (2011) re-logged, described, and sampled the core, and photographedthe entire core set and samples for three of the above noted wells.  In addition,cuttings and core from the interval from 198 - 306 m from well 3-1 were analyzedwith infrared spectrometry by Calvin et al. (2010) in an effort to rapidly identifytemperature dependent mineral assemblages including layered silicates, zeolites,opal, calcite and iron oxides and hydroxides.  Their analyses identified weaklyaltered mafics, illite/chlorite, hydrated quartz/opal, kaolinite and jarosite.In 2003, the University of California, Santa Cruz used hyperspectral imagingthat was validated by field observations (ground truth) to detect and maphydrothermally associated minerals (MacKnight et al., 2005).  They found a moreabundant distribution of hot spring and fumarole deposits in the Humboldt RiverValley than what was near the mountain ranges.  They also postulated that the
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linear distribution of the deposits implied a structurally controlled deposition andthat the age could be constrained to Holocene sediments overlying all LakeLahontan (Pleistocene) deposits.  MacKnight et al. (2005) also note that the faultconduits that the geothermal fluids followed have since sealed and that the hotsprings were therefore no longer active at the surface but that hydrothermalcirculation was probably still active at depth where permeability was sufficient.In 2005, the UC Santa Cruz group also acquired light detection and ranging(LiDAR) imaging information from the Humboldt River basin (Silver et al., 2011).  Bycombining the LiDAR with the hyperspectral data discussed above, they were ableto identify faults and paleo-shorelines of Lake Lahontan.  In the area of the RyePatch geothermal anomaly in the southern portion of the study area they identifieda set of faults that displaced the surface of the alluvial fans and several that cut thepaleo-shorelines.  Silver et al. (2011) determined that the shorelines were at anelevation of 1290 m which corresponds to an age of 12,500±500.  However, they didnot observe any signs of surface alteration in the Rye Patch anomaly area from theirhyperspectral analysis.  In the northerly Humboldt House geothermal anomaly area,they found abundant evidence of alteration including jarosite, hematite,montmorillonite, carbonate and siliceous sinter.Silver et al. (2011) also identified at least two sand volcanoes and a field oflow-carbonate mounds which they attributed to both recent and paleo-seismicitythat initiated liquefaction.  The authors state that while some may be fairly recent, it
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is more likely to be associated with highstands of Lake Lahontan when the groundwas saturated.Sanyal et al. (2006) presented a conceptual model of the Rye Patchgeothermal field utilizing lithologic, geophysical, and temperature logs in addition toproduction, injection and pressure data from the eight production wells.  Theirstudy identified a structure in the location of the east-west striking feature noted inthe previous studies although the feature was mapped as trending more to thenortheast than what had been presented in earlier studies.  In their model, thermalfluid is believed to migrate up-dip in the permeable clastic unit from the west to theeast.  However they postulate that the pathway is diverted by the aforementionedfault to the southwest of well 44-28 from the east-southeast to the east-northeastalong a relatively narrow channel.  Continued up-dip flow results in the thermalwater reaching an upper medium-enthalpy aquifer.A recent magnetic survey was conducted by Presco Energy in 2008.  Thesurvey consisted of flying 867 line-kilometers encompassing an area of 124 km .  It2was flown with 150 m terrain clearance, and extensive deculturing (removal of man-made signals) was required to process the data.  The results of the aeromagneticsurvey have been incorporated into this study to provide a comparison of theaeromagnetic potential field with the gravity and ground-based magnetic anomaliesidentified herein.Presco Energy also conducted new 2-D vertical seismic profiling using wells51-21 and 68-21 as receiver wells and well 44-28 as a validation well.   The VSP
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used large, spatially dense vertical and horizontal apertures to develop optimalraypaths and a new algorithm was used to expedite processing.  Presco also tried todynamically cool the wellbore to decrease temperatures below the limits of thesensors.  Even with the cooling, rapid receiver well reheating limited the verticalaperture and imaging was limited in the horizontal dimension due toheterogeneities and poor reflectivity.  One result of the VSP was the identification ofeast dipping layers west of the well field which they postulate as indicating a seriesof antithetic faults.  Prior conceptual models had the faults all dipping to the west.  Asummary of the aeromagnetic and VSP surveys is given in Ellis (2011) and Figure 4shows one of the seismic sections produced by the VSP survey. In 2011, Presco Energy deepened well 44-28 from 1059 m below groundlevel to 1275 m in an attempt to reach the postulated high enthalpy zone below theNatchez Pass clastic layer.  The preliminary well testing after completion of thedrilling indicated a weir flow rate of 2385 l@m  and a temperature of 200 C after 20-1 ohours of pumping.
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Figure 4.  Seismic section from Vertical Seismic Profile study north of the
existing geothermal plant (taken from Ellis, 2011).
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CHAPTER III - GEOLOGY
Regional Overview
PhysiographyThe site lies within the Great Basin which is a portion of the Basin and Rangegeographical province.  The Basin and Range as a whole occupies an area ofapproximately 775,000 km  and is typified by an anomalously thin crust, low upper2mantle seismic wave velocities, regionally high elevations, and high heat flow all ofwhich that can be attributed to crustal extension and subsequent normal faulting(Lachenbruch and Sass, 1978; Eaton, 1979; Wallace et al., 2008).  Within the GreatBasin, drainage is principally confined to enclosed basins and the only outlets to thesea are through the Colorado River system in the southern portion and the SnakeRiver system in the northeast.   In general, water discharges into the centers of thebasins forming playas where it is ultimately returned to the atmosphere throughevapotranspiration (Wallace, 1964).  In the vicinity of the study area, drainage is tothe Rye Patch reservoir and Rye Patch River system which ultimately dischargesinto the Humboldt Sink, a large playa lake that is a remnant of the deeper portions ofPleistocene Lake Lahontan (Thomas, 1964; Wallace, 1964). The Great Basin is characterized by north or northeast trending arcuatemountain ranges alternating with wide valleys (Wallace, 1964; Stewart, 1998).  Stewart (1998) states that the spacing between adjacent mountains is typically 30
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km and that the valleys range in elevation from approximately 1,200 m to 2,000 mwith the mountain crests ranging from 1,500 m to nearly 4,000 m.  Broad alluvialfans are generally present at the base of the mountains grading from boulders togravel to sand and silt at the base of the fans.  The majority of the valley floorsbetween the mountains and alluvial fans are playas which are often bordered byseeps and springs (Hunt, 1979).
Regional GeologyThe oldest exposed rocks in Nevada are in the East Humboldt Range andhave been dated to be greater than 2.5 Ga.  The Precambrian rocks in Nevada areprincipally metamorphic and include gneiss, schist, and marble although granite andyounger sedimentary rocks also outcrop in areas (Price, 2002).  Price (2002) alsostates that beginning around 1.1 Ga, Antarctica and Australia may have rifted awayfrom North America.  Poole et al. (1992) and Miller et al. (1992) present a modelwhere rifting began in the Proterozoic.  They also conjecture that highlandsdeveloped from thermal bulging at the edge of the rifting which resulted in erosionand terrigenous detrital deposition along the continental margin during the LateProterozoic and Cambrian.  Igneous rocks and diamictite and other sedimentaryrocks were deposited within intra-rift valleys (fault bounded basins) as spreadingcontinued.  These deposits form the Belt Supergroup which consists of argillite,shale, siltstone, quartzite, dolostone, limestone, conglomerate and thin mafic andgabbroic lavas or diabase sills (Poole et al., 1992). 
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From the Mid-to-Late Cambrian up to the Devonian, the region is believed tohave been a passive margin that, in addition to the carbonate shelf, also had deepembayments, river deltas and estuaries.  The general sedimentary record consistsprincipally of alternating siliciclastic to carbonate deposits related to cycles oftransgression and regression and thicknesses of the Early to Middle Paleozoic rocksequences may approach 1100 m (Poole et al., 1992).  Roberts (1965) and Price(2002) note that carbonates are more prominent in Eastern Nevada and representcontinental shelf environments, and that there is a greater ratio of siliciclastics thatinclude shale, sandstone, and chert to the west representative of continental slope,continental rise and deep marine environments of deposition.  In the Late Devonian to Early Mississippian, it is believed that the continentcollided with a small landmass or volcanic arc that resulted in the Antler orogeny(Price, 2002).  This collision resulted in the thrusting and folding of lower andmiddle Paleozoic rocks from the west to the east and that the thrusted intervalprincipally consists of deeper water strata to include radiolarian chert, shale,sandstone and siltstone, greenstones and some ultra-mafic rocks over youngercontinental-shelf carbonates.  This sequence is referred to as the Roberts Mountainallocthon and estimates of maximum displacement of the thrust range from 75 to200 km  (Miller et al., 1992; Poole et al., 1992).  The approximate extent of theAntler Orogenic Belt is shown on Figure 5.Erosion of the resulting uplifted Antler highlands resulted in the depositionof conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone and shale within the backarc basin area with 
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Figure 5.  Approximate extent of orogenic belts (modified from Poole et al.,
1992 and Saleeby and Busby-Spera, 1992).
carbonates continuing to be deposited in the east along the continental cratonduring the remainder of the Mississippian, Pennsylvanian and into the EarlyPermian (Miller et al., 1992).  During the Late Permian and continuing into theTriassic, another collision and subduction occurred on the western margin resulting 
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in the Sonoma orogeny (Miller et al., 1992)  the approximate extent of which isillustrated on Figure 5 .   Thrusting and extensive volcanism again occurred in thewestern portion of the region with continued carbonate deposition in the east (Roberts, 1965; Price, 2002).  The thrusting from the Late Permian and Early Triassic from the Sonomaorogeny resulted in the emplacement of the Golconda allocthon sequence which iscomprised of rocks from the latest Devonian to the Late Permian (Miller et al., 1992;Poole et al., 1992).   During the later part of the Early Triassic and continuing intothe Early Jurassic, igneous activity including explosive volcanic eruptions resulted inthe deposition of thick ash-fall tuffs in the west along with continued deposition ofsedimentary rocks presumably from the uplifted areas from the Sonoma orogenicevent.  Shallow marine carbonate rock deposition continued on the eastern side ofthe Great Basin (Price, 2002; Saleeby and Busby-Spera, 1992). Beginning in the Middle Jurassic and continuing into the Cretaceous, morefolding and thrusting occurred with the Nevadan and Sevier orogenic events.  Theapproximate extent of the Sevier orogenic belt is shown on Figure 5.   Subductionalong the west coast of continent also resulted in the emplacement of graniticigneous intrusions (Price, 2002).  As a result of the uplift that occurred with theNevadan and Sevier orogenic events, there was significant erosion and littledeposition resulting in an unconformity between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks(Albers, 1965).  
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Extension of the Basin and Range began approximately 30 to 40 Ma.  Theextension combined with continued subduction to the west, and possible movementover the Yellowstone hotspot resulted in abundant volcanism and igneous activity(Price, 2002).  Albers (1965) reports the earliest dated volcanic rocks at 39 Maduring the Early Oligocene.  The extension also resulted in considerable blockfaulting with areas of higher relief separated by intervening basins and lakes. Deposition during the Paleogene and Neogene therefore consists principally ofvolcanics along with lacustrine and fluvial sedimentary rocks (Albers, 1965; Price,2002). During the Pleistocene ice ages, glaciers formed in the higher elevations withpluvial lakes occupying the lower elevations including Lake Lahontan.  Quaternarydeposits principally consist of unconsolidated alluvium (Albers, 1965).
Basin and Range StructureDavis (1979) reports that the southwest and northwest boundaries of theGreat Basin are defined by intraplate strike-slip faults that separate the region ofextension from the terrains to the north and south that lack the general structure ofthe Basin and Range, i.e. elevated areas with high-angle normal faults andintervening basins.  As noted in the previous section, there were at least five majortectonic events affecting the region: 1) rifting and continental divergence during theLate Precambrian; 2) the Antler orogeny and associated folding and thrust faultingduring the Late Devonian to Early Mississippian as the result of collision with asmall landmass or volcanic arc; 3) Late Permian to Early Triassic thrusting and
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volcanism due to plate collision and subduction during the Sonoma orogeny; 4)additional folding and thrusting as the result of several episodes of plate collisionand subduction from the Nevadan and Sevier orogenic events during the MiddleJurassic into the Cretaceous; and 5) extension and rifting and associated normalfaulting and igneous activity during the Cenozoic.  In summary, there are a series ofthrust faulting episodes during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic followed by theextensional features and volcanism in the Cenozoic.  The present day physiography of the region generally consists of complexsystem of grabens or half-grabens and mountain horsts of tilted blocks with interspersed volcanic features including cinder cones (Stewart, 1998).  The rangefront faults on the boundaries of the horsts are believed to flatten at mid-crustallevels (listric faults) and that extension below these depths may be occurring byductile flow of crustal rocks (Davis, 1979).  In addition to the range front faults, aseries of parallel piedmont faults often occur towards the valleys and antitheticfaults dipping the opposite direction may occur on the opposite side of the valleys. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate hypothetical cross-sections across the region.The normal faults are terminated by either transfer zones or accommodationzones where strain is transferred to adjacent parallel fault systems.  Faulds andVarga (1998) define transfer zones as discrete zones of strike-slip and oblique-slipfaulting that parallel fault strike direction and that are perpendicular to extension. They define accommodation zones as belts of overlapping terminations that can 
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Figure 6.  Generalized cross-section of typical Paleozoic/Mesozoic thrust
faulting followed by Cenozoic normal faulting.
Figure 7.  Hypothetical cross-section of typical Basin and Range listric normal
faulting, fracturing, and magmatism (heavy lines) (modified from Eaton,
1979).
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trend parallel , perpendicular, or oblique to the extension direction.  Figure 8presents simple conceptual diagrams of transfer zones and accommodation zones.
Geothermal SettingAs previously discussed, the Basin and Range is characterized by thin crust,low upper mantle seismic wave velocities, regionally high elevations, and high heatflow.  High heat flow may result from the thin crust as well as from near-surfacesources of heat such as magma chambers or hot, recently emplaced and solidifiedrock (Garside and Schilling, 1969).  In addition to conduction of heat through therock, water may act as a transport mechanism for the heat.  Potential sources of thiswater include connate water, magmatic water, and meteoric water that circulates todepth and rises back to the surface.  Repeated intrusions of the crust by magma and 
Figure 8.  Illustrations of transfer zones and accommodation zones (modified
from Faulds and Varga, 1998).
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hydrothermal circulation has also resulted in the transportation and deposition ofore minerals during both compressional and extensional phases within the province(Eaton, 1979).While there has been a significant amount of magmatic activity in the regionduring the Cenozoic, most is older than 10 Ma and would be cooled to temperaturesthat would not contribute significant heat to geothermal systems (Lachenbruch andSass, 1978).  It should be noted however, that Quaternary volcanics do occurscattered throughout the Basin and Range including a mapped outcrop along theedge of the Humboldt Range just north of the existing plant as shown on Figure 2.  Flynn and Buchanan (1990) note that the early hypotheses of geothermalrecharge were that relatively recent precipitation that fell on nearby mountainhighlands flows downward along faults and fractures to depths of three to five km, isheated, and returns to the surface.  They present an alternative hypotheses that thegeothermal fluids were recharged during the Pleistocene when there was greaterprecipitation. Regardless of the age, the general conceptual model that has been developedfor the region is that water flows downward along faults and returns to the surfacealong similar pathways.  Richards and Blackwell (2002) and Blackwell et al. (2003)present three possible scenarios to account for the different geothermal andgroundwater systems and features that are commonly found in the Basin and Rangeincluding fumaroles near range front faults, hot springs located further down in the 
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valleys, and areas with shallow warm outflow dependent on the groundwaterpiezometric surface and flow.  These scenarios are illustrated in Figure 9.   
Research Area
LithologyThe Rye Patch geothermal area is located in the Humboldt River Valley inPershing County, Nevada.  As previously mentioned, the study area is bounded bythe Humboldt Range on the west and by the Rye Patch Reservoir on the east (Figure2).  Johnson (1977) presents a detailed discussion of the Geology of PershingCounty.  In the study area, the Humboldt Range is described as being a north-trending anticlinal structure with a complex network of faulting formed by theNevadan orogeny during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods (Johnson, 1977;Hastings, 1993)The oldest exposed rocks consist of the Lower Triassic Koipata Group whichconsists of the Limerick Greenstone, the Rochester Rhyolite and the WeaverFormation.  The Koipata Group is overlain by the Star Peak Group, also Triassic in age.  The Star Peak Group consists of the principally carbonate rocks of the Pridaand Natchez Pass Formations.  Pelitic and fine-grained clastic rocks of the Upper Triassic Grass Valley Formation, part of the Auld Lang Syne Group, overlie the StarPeak Group.  Burke and Silberling (1973) report that the Dun Glen Formation also ofthe Auld Lang Syne Group, is present at the southern end of the Humboldt Range.  
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Figure 9.  Three possible scenarios for shallow geothermal fluid movement in
the Basin and Range.  The hot fluids flowing along the faults interact
differently with the water table, creating varied surface effects (modified from
Richards and Blackwell,  2002).
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On the western side of the Humboldt Range, the upper member of the Natchez Passand the Grass Valley Formation are thrust over the Prida Formation along theHumboldt City thrust fault and the Grass Valley Formation has been locallymetamorphosed to argillite, phyllite, slate and quartzite (Silberling and Wallace,1969; Johnson, 1977).Within the valley, the Grass Valley Formation is overlain by Paleogene andNeogene clays, shales, and volcanics.  The Paleogene and Neogene deposits arefollowed by Quaternary clays, silts, sands and gravels with interbedded sinterdeposits (Johnson, 1977; Michels, 2002).  The deposits capping the valley floors andthe along the mountain flanks consist of alluvium, flood-plain and playa lakedeposits, and sand dunes.  A generalized stratigraphic column is shown in Figure 10. The Limerick Greenstone consists of altered andesitic flows andvolcaniclastics (Hastings et al., 1993).  Johnson (1977) describes the RochesterRhyolite as a pale-colored altered felsite with lenses of coarse-grained tuffaceoussedimentary rocks that have been locally metamorphosed.  It is believed to havebeen deposited in non-marine environments as an ash-flow tuff (Johnson, 1977).  Asmuch as five percent of the Rochester Rhyolite is comprised of poorly sortedtuffaceous mudstone to boulder breccia that is characterized by lenticular bedding(Johnson, 1977).  The Weaver Formation is described by Hastings et al. (1993) asalso consisting of rhyolitic tuffs, flows, and volcaniclastics.
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Age Group Formation Description
Quaternary -- Unnamed Clays, silts, sands and gravels withinterbedded sinter deposits 
Paleogeneand Neogene -- Unnamed Volcanics, sands, gravels, clays, andshales with minor amounts oflimestoneUnconformity
UpperTriassic
Auld Lang Syne Dun Glen
Limestone and dolomite withinterbedded sandstone and argillite 
Grass Valley Mudstone and fine-grained sandstonethat is variably recrystallized toargillite, slates  and quartzite
Star Peak
Natchez Pass
Limestone with volcanics andterrigenous clastics grading intomassive carbonates
MiddleTriassic
Massive limestone with interfingers ofmafic volcanics
Prida
Upper Member - limestone anddolomite with thin interbeds of chertMiddle Member - silt, shale andsiltstone with interbedded carbonatesLower member - siltstone, sandstone,and carbonatesUnconformity
LowerTriassic Koipato
Weaver Rhyolitic tuffs, flows andvolcaniclastics
Rochester Altered felsite with tuffaceoussedimentary rocks
Limerick Altered andesitic flows andvolcaniclastics
Figure 10.  Generalized stratigraphic column of rocks exposed in the
Humboldt Range.The Prida Formation is divided into three members.  In the Humboldt Range,the lower member is composed of a lithologically heterogeneous sequence of threeunits.  The basal unit consists of detrital rocks, the middle unit consists of carbonaterocks, and the upper unit is composed of siltstone and sandstone (Johnson, 1977). 
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The middle member of the Prida Formation is relatively homogeneous and consistsof thin-bedded silty shale and siltstone with lesser amounts of thin- to medium-bedded fossiliferous limestone.  The upper member is composed of dark, thin- tomedium-parted limestone and dolostone with thin beds of dark chert thatinterfinger with the lower part of the overlying Natchez Pass Formation (Johnson,1977). Johnson (1977) describes the Natchez Pass Formation as consisting of a massive deposit of carbonate rocks intermixed with andesitic lava flows andvolcanic breccia.  In the Humboldt Range, the Natchez Pass Formation is divided intotwo members.  The lower member consists of massive limestone interfingered withmafic volcanic rocks that thin to the north  (Silberling and Wallace, 1969).  Theupper member is described by Johnson (1977) as having a basal section of impurelimestone and lesser amounts of volcanic and terrigenous clastic rocks that gradeupward into massive carbonate rocks.The Late Triassic Grass Valley Formation is described by Johnson (1977) asconsisting of primarily of mudstone and fine-grained sandstone that is variablyrecrystallized to argillite, slates  and quartzite.  Thin, discrete beds of well-sortedsandstone are abundant in higher parts of the sections and show cross-stratificationfeatures that suggest beach, bar, and fluvial deposition.  The argillite is composed ofquartz, silt, chlorite, sericite, and muscovite (Johnson, 1977; Hastings, 1993).  TheDun Glen Formation consists of thickly bedded limestone and dolomite withinterbedded sandstone and argillite (Burke and Silberling, 1973).  Sibbett (1981)
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notes that, in general, the principally argillaceous and slaty Auld Lange Syne Grouprocks have very low intergranular permeability and that they may not be competentenough to have significant fracture permeability. As previously mentioned, Paleogene and Neogene deposits consist ofvolcanics, sands, gravels, silts, clays, and shales with minor amounts of limestone. Michels (2002) postulates that the Paleogene and Neogene siltstones and claystonesabove the Triassic rocks act as an impermeable cap that may be enhanced by sinterdeposits.  The upper valley fill consists of Quaternary alluvium along the flanks ofthe range and flood-plain deposits, playa lake deposits, and dune sand in the area ofthe Rye Patch Reservoir and along the Humboldt River with sinter depositsinterspersed throughout.  A mapped unit of Quaternary Basalt is located tonortheast of the geothermal plant (Figure 2).  Johnson (1977) describes the basaltflows as being highly vesicular, dark gray to black basalt, with phenocrysts ofplagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine in an aphanitic ground mass.  It is believed thatlocal dikes, sills, and plugs of porphyritic basalt were feeders for these lava flows,and the basalts are considered to be related to Basin and Range normal faulting. Hastings et al. (1993) also note that intrusive dikes and plugs are presentthroughout the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous rocks of the Humboldt Range.These include granite, aplite, rhyolite, andesite, diorite, diabase, and mafic flows. Hastings et al. (1993) also report a quartz monzonite stock of late Cretaceous age asbeing located in the west central part of the Humboldt Range.  Sanyal et al. (2006)postulate that the contact between the Mesozoic rocks and the overlying
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sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Paleogene age may be an eroded land surface thatresulted in karst features.  In addition, well logs indicate that  there is a sandstoneand siltstone unit within the Natchez Pass Formation (basal section of the uppermember) which may be 120 to 150 m thick in areas and that separates massivelimestone units .  It is believed that geothermal water is produced from both theinterface between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks and the Natchez Pass clasticunit and that fractures and faulting controls the flow patterns (Feighner et al., 1999;Gritto et al., 2003; Sanyal et al,  2006).  The majority of wells and bore holes in the area have apparently beenterminated within or above the Natchez Pass Formation with only a few possiblyreaching the upper member of the Prida Formation.  Logs of several of the wellsnear the plant prepared by Presco Energy are presented in Appendix A.
StructureHastings et al. (1993) and Sanyal et al. (2006) report that the Mesozoic rocksdip to the west-northwest at an angle of between 20 to 40 degrees.  The overlyingsedimentary and volcanic rocks of Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary age arenearly horizontal and the contact between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks isunconformable with the dip of the unconformity approximately 30 degrees to thenorthwest (Sanyal et al., 2006).  The major Basin and Range (Cenozoic) faulting generally trends northwardand bounds the mountain ranges with parallel piedmont faults occurring in thealluvial valleys and possible antithetic faults on the opposite side of the valley and
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this general pattern is observed in the study area.  These north-trending faultsystems cut and are cut by shorter east-west trending transfer faults oraccommodation zones (Faulds and Varga, 1998).  The Midas Lineament, a left lateralstrike-slip zone, truncates the Humboldt Range on the north (Rowan and Wetlauger,1981; Hastings et al., 1993) and another east-west trending transfer fault oraccommodation zone offsets the West Humboldt Range and the Humboldt Range tothe south (Waibel et al., 2003).  The normal faulting has been intermittent from about 16 Ma to the presentwith maximum displacement that may be on the order of several thousand meters(Johnson, 1977).  Ehni (2001) states that at Rye Patch, geothermal fluids may be fedto cavernous limestone beds (presumably at the Mesozoic/Cenozoic contact notedabove) by high angle normal faults.  It should also be noted that evidence suggeststhat the geothermal fluid circulation may be enhanced in areas where fault systemsmerge (Smith, 2003).Thrust faults within the Humboldt Range include the Golden Stairs Thrustand the Humboldt City Thrust along which the upper member of the Natchez Passand the Grass Valley Formation are thrust over the Prida Formation.  These thrustfaults are believed to have been formed during the Nevadan orogeny (Johnson,1977).  Known normal faults include the Range Front Fault along the base of theHumboldt Range and the Rye Patch Fault, a piedmont fault located to the west of theRange Front Fault and near the existing plant.  Seismic sections, LiDAR, andaeromagnetics suggest that there may be other parallel faults to the west of the Rye
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Patch Fault and dip reversals identified in the most recent seismic survey mayindicate antithetic faults further to the west (Ellis, 2011).  A hypothetical structuralcross-section is presented as Figure 11.
Geothermal SettingThe Rye Patch KGRA includes what has been referred to as the HumboldtHouse geothermal anomaly to the north and the more southerly Rye Patchgeothermal anomaly located near the existing plant (Figure 2).  Based on thenumerous studies, explorations, wells and other borings, and observations at thesite, it appears that all three scenarios of Richards and Blackwell (2002) aspresented diagrammatically in Figure 9 may be operating in the KRGA.  Specifically,the sinter deposits located in the Humboldt House area are indications of hotsprings and fumaroles (MacKnight et al., 2005) indicative of cases a) and possibly c)of that figure.  MacKnight et al. (2005) also speculate that as the sinter deposits areyounger than the Pleistocene Lake Lahontan sediments, that they must be fairlyrecent (< 10,000 y) and the linear nature observed by LiDAR suggest that they werestructurally controlled by piedmont or antithetic faults in that area.  The shallow,laterally-flowing outflow discharge plumes have been identified by temperaturemeasurements in wells and exploration borings, shallow temperaturemeasurements and drill holes and mining operations associated with the FloridaCanyon mine (Waibel, et al., 2003) and are indicative of scenario b) of Figure 9.  Inaddition, the fumarole reported by Croffutt in 1872, if it was close to the HumboldtRange as speculated, is also an indication of scenario c).
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Ellis (2011) reports that on the basis of measured geothermal gradients andtemperature profiles of wells and borings within the KGRA, it is believed that thereare three principle geothermal zones: 1) a shallow, low enthalpy outflow zone located in the valley fill withtemperatures on the order of 65 C to 95 C;o o2) a medium-enthalpy zone located at the interface between Paleogene andTriassic rocks at depths of approximately 550 m to 640 m with temperaturesranging from around 150 C to 175 C; ando o3) a higher-enthalpy zone within the clastic unit of the Natchez Passformation at depths on the order of 1040 m with estimated temperaturesabove 200 C . oFigure 12 shows temperature vs. depth profiles of a number of wells in thevicinity of the existing plant.  Temperature gradients calculated for these profilesare approximately 120 C·km  to depths of approximately 750 m, and theno -1decreasing to approximately 30 to 35 C·km  presumably where there is a transitiono -1to Triassic carbonates.Michels (2002) presents support for these zones by noting that the statictemperature profile of well 72-28 indicates that there are various conductive andconvective zones above and below the aforementioned impermeable layer.  He alsonotes that the high wellhead pressures in some of the wells are an indication of theseparation of the low- and medium-enthalpy wells by his postulated impermeablecap.  
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Well Easting Northing Elevation Pgv Trgv Trnu Clastic Trnl Prida42-28 392155 4486835 1357 640 594 335 138 -137 ?44-28 392180 4486555 1352 736 703 39246-28 392070 4486070 1347 884 709 451 381 -30 ?51-21 392340 4488700 1337 631 190 15252-28 392380 4486820 1361 671 488 36668-21 392600 4487340 1375 800 564 61 ?Qoa Quaternary and older alluviumPgv Paleogene volcanicsTrgv Triassic - Grass Valley - shales, argillitesTrnu Triassic - Natchez Pass upper member - carbonateClastic Triassic - Natchez Pass clastic unit (siltstone and sandstone)Trnl Triassic - Natchez Pass lower member - carbonateTrpu Triassic - Prida upper member - carbonate with chert
Figure 12. Temperature gradients and formation tops from a number of wells
near the existing geothermal plant.
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On the basis of water chemistry and geothermometers, Michels (2002) alsoarrived at the conclusion that all of the wells had a common heat source with atemperature in excess of 270 C and estimated that drilling depths of between 2100oand 2440 m would be required to reach these temperatures.  The Nevada Bureau ofMines and Geology (2012) lists resource temperatures from several wells in theKGRA as ranging from 209 C to 247 C using the calcium/sodium/potassiumo ogeothermometer developed by Fournier (1981) but much lower temperatures usingthe quartz geothermometer ranging from 166 C to 226 C.  However, silica iso osensitive to changes in pH and also requires careful sampling and preservation(Fournier, 1981, Reed and Mariner, 2007).  Michels (2002) also notes that the waterfrom the wells was depleted in silica.  Desormier (1979) also reported both silicaand Ca-Na-K resource temperatures ranging from 232 C to 254 C.  MacKnight et al.o o(2005) estimated water temperatures in excess of 200 C were necessary for theodeposition of opal that was identified in their hyperspectral analysis.  These resultslend support for the high enthalpy region and, as noted above, Ellis (2011) estimatesthat the 200 C temperature would be achieved at depths of around 1050 m. oIn summary, the evidence suggests that all three scenarios illustrated inFigure 9 may be occurring at the site.  It is likely that recharge is occurring or didoccur along the Range Front Fault, circulates to depth and rises along other faults orconduits, e.g. the Rye Patch Fault, which feeds the three zones.  In addition, thepostulated three enthalpy zones of Ellis (2011) are supported by the evidencealthough complicated by the heterogeneous nature of the geology and the tendency
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of the deposition of sinter to reduce permeability and seal flow paths. It is probablethat the flow and “reservoirs” or “aquifers” are highly compartmentalized.  Ingeneral, there is the upper outflow zone where mixing of groundwater andupwelling geothermal fluid occurs and which acts as unconfined aquifer orreservoir, the middle zone which may be located at the interface between Mesozoicand Cenozoic strata and whose relatively high pressures indicates a confinedreservoir, and the deeper and hotter zone that may be within the clastic unit of theNatchez Pass Formation.  However, based on the geochemical and mineralogical andtemperature gradients, water must be circulating to greater depths to achieve theestimated reservoir temperatures of >270 C.   oThe location of upwelling appears to be structurally controlled and probablyoccurs along faults that have been recently seismically active although over timethese flow paths are eventually restricted or sealed by mineral deposition. Production and permeability appear to vary widely within short distances and the mineral deposition is also likely to affect flow.    
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CHAPTER IV - METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
IntroductionIn 2008, Dr. William Gosnold of the University of North Dakota wasrequested by Presco Energy, LLC to conduct a gravity survey of the area.   Theoriginal gravity survey was performed during the summer of 2008 andencompassed an area of approximately 78 km  within the boundary of the Rye Patch2KGRA along with parts of 8 sections directly to the west and 8 sections directly tothe east.  The survey area specifically included Sections 26-36 of T32N, R33E, andSections 1-23, and 26-35 of T31N, R33E.  The survey consisted of occupying a totalof 203 stations that were spaced at intervals of approximately 400 m along nineeast-west lines to the west of the Humboldt range where terrain and accesspermitted, and along two north-south lines that were parallel to Interstate 80 andthe adjacent railroad line.  In addition, six four-wheel drive accessible trails thatextended into the Humboldt range were used to obtain additional gravity readingsto supplement the east-west profiles, and several readings were taken west of theRye Patch Reservoir.  The station locations of the 2008 survey are shown on Figure13. In 2010, I was requested to assist in processing and evaluating the data fromthe initial survey.  Upon producing a simple Bouguer anomaly map, it was evidentthat the anomaly patterns were coincident with the elevation.  For this reason, 
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Figure 13.  Station locations from the 2008 and 2012 gravity surveys.
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terrain corrections were performed in an effort to reduce the topographic influenceon the observed gravity readings.  While the magnitudes of the anomalies werediminished after applying the terrain corrections, the strong regional influence wasstill apparent.  For this reason, filtering methods were employed to remove theregional trends.The results of the filtering and comparison with the aeromagnetic surveyconducted by Presco Energy in 2008 indicated that the location and trend of majorfault systems can be identified after implementation of filtering methods. Dip anglescan be inferred by the anomaly contour gradients.  However, the initial study wasnot extensive enough to delineate all features that are critical to the understandingof the geothermal field.  For example, lengths of the features were difficult tointerpret as the wavelength filtering tends to truncate features in accordance withthe bandpass window and several areas did not have sufficient data points toproduce contours with any degree of confidence.  Therefore, this study was proposed to augment the existing data by obtainingadditional gravity measurements in areas with relatively low sampling density andto expand the study area in an effort to identify potential new geothermal targetswithin the basin.  Specific areas of interest included the area around the HumboldtHouse in the northern portion of the KGRA and south of the existing plant extendingbeyond the areas previously sampled.  In addition, I decided to obtain ground-basedmagnetic readings at the new stations to provide additional information.  The fieldeffort was conducted in May, 2012.
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Station Locations - Global Positioning SystemPrior to mobilizing to the field, potential station locations were determinedby establishing a grid system.  In the area with the conspicuous anomaly in thesouthern portion of the study area the grid was established at a spacing of 200 m toprovide greater resolution.  The southern Rye Patch anomaly area is also where thebinary geothermal power plant is located and where the production wells have beencompleted.  In the area of the Humboldt House, the principle goal was to establish ifthe anomalies and linear trends identified by the aeromagnetic and LiDAR surveyscould be detected by gravity.  A lower resolution grid spacing of 400 m wasestablished in this locale and the area investigated was expanded from the surveyperformed in 2008 by Gosnold.  Additional data points were also added in thecentral part of the study area to fill in data gaps from the 2008 survey.  A total of 280additional stations were planned, however due to the objections of adjacent landowners, a number of planned locations were eliminated and, including the basestation, 264 stations were occupied for the 2012 survey.  The locations are alsoshown on Figure 13.After the grid system had been established using UTM coordinates, thecoordinates were converted into latitude and longitude and entered into a handheldGlobal Positioning System (GPS) instrument.  Once in the field, the handheld unitwas used to find the approximate locations of the grid nodes.  After the approximatelocations had been found using the handheld unit, the more robust Trimble  5700®geodetic receiver was deployed to acquire location to the desired level of accuracy. 
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It was desired to have an accuracy of 0.03 mGal to obtain results that could beconfidently rounded to the nearest 0.1 mGal.  To obtain this level of accuracy,vertical and horizontal stationing accurate to within 9 cm and 37.5 m respectively,were required.  The Trimble  5700 system was used in the “fast-static” mode.  In most cases, ®the system was able to track seven to ten satellites and observation times weretypically on the order of eight minutes.  Exceptions were points 195 and 240 whereonly six satellites were observed.  The GPS site location data was referenced to theNational Geodetic Survey Continuously Operating Reference Station designatedTUNG that is located at 40 24' 11.50757” latitude and -118  15' 26.96344”o olongitude.  In addition, a base station was established in the parking lot of theFlorida Canyon Mine for added control.  Post-processing was performed using theTrimble  Business Center software version 2.70 (2012). The post-processing®resulted in vertical precision within +/- 6 cm with the exception of stations 24 (6.3cm), 93 (7.5 cm), 111 (8.4 cm), and 195 (6.0 cm).  Horizontal precision for allstations was within +/- 6 cm.  Therefore, the data quality objectives for stationingwere obtained for all points.  The baseline processing report is included as AppendixB. 
GravityThe gravity measurements were obtained with a LaCoste and RombergModel G gravity meter.  The meter has a resolution of 0.01 mGal and a range of 800mGal.  As mentioned above, 203 measurements were obtained in the 2008 survey
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and 264 were obtained in the 2012 survey.  Prior to the start of the 2012 fieldsurvey, a reading was obtained at the International Geodetic System Network(IGSN71) absolute base station designated WINCH at the Winnemucca Court House. This station has an absolute observed gravity of 979,826.01 mGals. We then drove tothe project site and established the base station at the Florida Canyon Mine andobtained a reading and thus were able to establish an absolute value for that stationwhich allowed for the tie-in for the remaining stations in the 2012 survey to theIGSN71.  Ideally, a loop would have been performed where measurements wereobtained at the reference station and the Florida Canyon base  station multipletimes to account for tides and instrument drift, however the distance between thetwo stations (~ 65 km) made this impractical.  Instead, tide corrections were madeusing MEGSYSTEMS Ltd.  tide correction utility (tide tables) available at:www.megsystems.ca/webapps/tidecorr/tidecorr.aspx  which uses the algorithmdeveloped by Longman (1959).  The Florida Canyon base station was occupied at the beginning and end ofeach day to identify major tares that may have occurred as the result of instrumentwear or inadvertent mishandling of the meter and to tie-in the absolute values foreach of the subsequent temporary base stations which were established at locationsnear the stations that were to be occupied each day.  Generally, the temporary basestations were established either near the center of the stations to be measured thatday or at easily accessible locations such as near roadways.  
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The survey was conducted in a loop manner whereby a reading would beobtained at the temporary base station followed by readings at a number of stationsand then a return to the base station.  In almost all cases this was done within threehours although there several times where intermediate stations were re-occupied aswe were too far from the temporary base station to make a return within areasonable time.  This looping procedure was performed to correct for tides andinstrument drift.  Each day was completed by taking another reading at the FloridaCanyon base station.After collection, the data was processed in accordance with the newstandards for reducing gravity data as presented by Hinze et al. (2005).  It should benoted that due to a lack of processing software, all corrections and data reductionwas performed using a spreadsheet.  This was greatly facilitated by the spreadsheetformulas published by Holom and Oldow (2007).  Several steps were required priorto data reduction per Hinze et al. (2005).  First, the raw data needed to be adjustedby means of interpolation using the calibration tables that were provided by themanufacturer for the gravity meter that was used.  Once this was accomplished,corrections for tidal and instrument drift were performed per standardmethodology (Telford et al., 1976; Robinson and Coruh, 1988).  The data was thenreferenced to the IGSN71 absolute values discussed above.  This resulted in whatmay be referred to as the “observed gravity” and the remainder of data reductionoperations were then performed.  
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The normal (or theoretical) gravity was calculated using the 1980 Geodetic
Reference System (GRS80 or Somigliana) ellipsoid:
where: gT = theoretical gravity
ge = normal gravity at the equator = 978032.67715 mGal
k = derived constant = 0.0019318513538639
e2 = first numerical eccentricity = 0.00669437999013
 = latitude 
Per Hinze et al. (2005) a correction for the mass of Earth’s atmosphere is
required as it is included with the mass of Earth in the 1980 International Gravity
Formula.  Hinze et al. (2005) provide a correction based on an expression derived
by Ecker and Mittermayer (1969, as cited by Hinze et al., 2005):
δg x h x hatm = − +− −0874 9 9 10 356 105 9 2. . .
where: g
atm
 = gravity effect of atmosphere (mGal)
h = height of station (m)
While this correction had a significant effect on the absolute values, it had very little
influence on the relative values as the correction ranged from between 0.74 to 0.76
mGal for all stations. 
Hinze et al. (2005) provide two methods for the height or free-air correction. 
The conventional method uses a first-order approximation where gFA = 0.3086 h
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where h is in meters.  The other method uses an second-order equation based on theGRS80 ellipsoid and Hinze et al. (2005) provide the following formula:
FAwhere: dg  = height (free-air) correction (mGal)
j = latitude (degrees)
h = height of station above datum (m)A comparison of the methods indicates that the difference between the firstand second methods is relatively insignificant with values that are within 0.14mGals. While this difference may be of note for absolute values, it was generallyuniform and has little to no effect on the resulting anomaly patterns.  However, forthe purposes of this study, the second-order equation was used. The attraction of the mass of material between the station and the verticaldatum is accounted for by the Bouguer correction.  The standard correction assumesthat this mass can be represented by an infinite horizontal slab:
BCwhere: dg  = Bouguer correction using infinite slab (mGal)
G = gravitational constant = 6.673 x 10  (m /kg/s )-11 3 2
s = density of slab (kg/m )3
h = height of station(m)
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However, LaFehr (1991) developed a revised procedure, the Bullard B
correction, that accounts for the effect of Earth’s curvature and that is based on the
original work done by Bullard (1936, as cited by LaFehr).  Instead of assuming a
horizontal slab, a spherical cap with a surface radius of 166.7 km is used and the
resulting equation is:
δ pi σ µ λg G h RSC = −2 ( )
where: gsc = Bouguer correction using a spherical cap
G, , and h are as before
 and  are dimensionless coefficients as defined by LaFehr (1991)
R = radius of the earth at the station (mean earth radius plus h)
Bouguer corrections were calculated by both methods for comparison and
differences were typically on the order of 1.5 to 2 mGal.  Again, these differences
would be important for absolute gravity values but differences were uniform on a
relative basis.  For this project, the Bullard B correction was used.  Making the above
corrections results in the simple Bouguer anomaly which can be summarized as:
B = gobs - (gn - gatm) + gFA -gSC
Processing software had been used to reduce the 2008 data.  The software
used the GRS67 ellipsoid model for the theoretical gravity calculations, did not
include the atmospheric correction, used the first-order equation for calculating the
free-air correction, and used the infinite slab equation for the Bouguer correction. 
Therefore, to make the data from 2008 and 2012 comparable, the tide and drift
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corrected observed gravity values were used and the remaining corrections wereperformed in the same manner as the 2012 data.  In addition, slight adjustmentswere required to tie the data from the two surveys together.  The 2008 survey hadbeen undertaken as a local survey and was not tied into absolute values.  Anomalieswere calculated by subtracting the base station from the simple Bouguer values. Therefore, as there was no common “datum”, the two surveys should have been tiedtogether by re-occupying the exact locations of several of the stations from the firstsurvey during the second survey.    As this was not done, it was necessary to developa methodology that would make the data from the two surveys comparable and toarrive at a common datum.  The first step was to calculate the anomalies for both sets of data withoutusing an absolute or reference value in the observed gravity term but rather justusing the calibrated and tide and drift corrected values from both data sets and thenperforming the remainder of the corrections.  Once this was accomplished, the datawere gridded using the Kriging algorithm in the Surfer  software package (v. 9,®Golden Software, 2010).  It was very evident that the data sets would need to beadjusted as the contours were not smooth and there were rather abrupt changeswhere locations from the 2008 survey were near the 2012 locations.  As this patternwas observed across the study area, it was deemed that it was an issue with datacomparability and not due to local anomalies.  Therefore, to arrive at a correctionscheme, I first identified two areas where a station from the first survey was in closeproximity to a station from the second survey.  The two areas selected had stations
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that were 16 and 19 m apart.  The gravity gradient in the vicinity of these datapoints from the 2008 survey was calculated which was then multiplied by thedistance between the two stations to arrive at a predicted value at the location ofthe 2012 station.  This predicted value was compared with the value of the 2012data and the difference was used as the correction factor to be applied to allstations.  The correction factor was slightly different between the two locations, so aweighted average was calculated based on the distance between the 2008 and 2012data points at both locations.  After this value had been determined, it was appliedto all of the 2008 data and the combined set was again re-gridded.  There were stillsmall jogs in the contour lines between 2008 and 2012 stations so smalladjustments to the anomaly values were made on a trial and error basis until thecontour lines between 2008 and 2012 data sets were nearly smooth and continuous. Ultimately, the correction factor employed was -0.25 mGals to the 2008 data set. While this adjustment may appear excessively large, the following quotation wastaken from a LaCoste and Romberg data sheet posted on EDCON-PRJ, Inc. websiteand available at: http://edcon-prj.com/Services/documents/gmeter.pdf.“Gravity meter drift for a new meter is less than 1 mGal per month. As aLaCoste & Romberg meter ages, the drift often improves to rates of less than0.5 mGal per month. Once initial expansion takes place, the sensor does notradically change its characteristics with time, in fact they become morestable.”
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Both surveys utilized the same gravity meter (G-774 manufactured in 1984) and, asthere was a difference of 46 months between surveys, the difference does not seemunreasonable based on the above.  Once it was applied, the “absolute” value wasadded back into both data sets, the corrections made and a combined simpleBouguer anomaly map was produced as shown on Figure 14.  A reduction density of2.67 g/cm  was used as is typically used in similar surveys.  Both Nettleton’s (1971)3method and Parasnis’ (1979) method were attempted in an effort to determine asite-specific reduction density, however both resulted in unrealistic values on the order of 3.2 g/cm .  It is apparent that, while both methods can reduce or remove3the influence of topography on determination of a reduction density, they do nottake into account scenarios where less dense material is located in the valley’s(alluvium) with greater density material near the surface or outcropping in thehigher elevations. Upon examination, it was apparent that there was a strong correlationbetween the simple Bouguer map and the topography as shown on the shaded reliefimage underlying the anomaly map on Figure 14 and as presented as Figure 15.  Forthis reason, terrain corrections were performed in an effort to reduce thetopographic influence on the observed gravity readings.  Terrain corrections wereinitially performed utilizing the computer program InnerTC (Cogbill, 1990) whichcalculates terrain corrections by essentially using the methodology developed byHammer (1939).  The program calculates mean elevations from Digital Elevation 
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Figure 14.  Simple Bouguer anomaly map.  Note that the high anomaly values
correspond with the higher elevations of the Humboldt Range per the
underlying shaded relief map of the DEM and the lows with the lower
elevations in the valley.
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Figure 15.  Shaded relief map of the digital elevation model with surface fault
traces.
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Models (DEMs) available from the USGS.  For the InnerTC corrections, 7.5 minuteDEMs with 10 meter resolution were used.  The sensitivity of the terrain correctionsto variations in the Hammer method circle radii was evaluated.  This was performedby selecting an initial outer circle radius of two km and sequentially increasing theradius by one km at a time and re-running the InnerTC program.  The resultsindicated that the terrain corrections for each station continued to increase even ata radius of 10 km.  Hand calculations using the Hammer (1939) method at twoselected locations showed that using the InnerTC values alone at the 10 km distancewould underestimate the terrain correction and that the radius should be increased. Based on the recommendations presented in Nowell (1999) and Plouff (1966), themaximum radial distance was extended to 167 km (100 miles).  However, increasingthe radius to such a distance using the InnerTC program would have required theuse of numerous additional 7.5 minute quadrangles.  It was also felt that increasingthe radii to such distances would have greatly increased the zone areas used in theHammer method and therefore would result in a decrease in the desired resolution. For these reasons, the OuterTC program developed by Plouff (1966) and Cogbill(1990) was also used.The OuterTC program is again based on the Hammer method and thecorrections are also calculated using data from DEMs although at a much coarsergrid.  Specifically, 1-degree DEMs were used and the maximum circle radii wereincreased to a distance of 167 km.  The results from the InnerTC program wereutilized to a distance of 2.5 km, and the terrain corrections beyond that distance to
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the 167 km maximum were calculated by the OuterTC program.  The results rangedfrom a minimum terrain correction of 0.09 mGals to a maximum of 13.69 mGals. The corrected gravity data are included as Appendix C.However, while the magnitude of the anomalies was diminished afterapplying the terrain corrections, the strong regional influence was still apparent(Figure 16).   For this reason, it was deemed necessary to employ filtering methodsto remove the regional overprint.  The first method used was calculating a quadraticpolynomial trend surface by means of Surfer  and subtracting this surface from the®complete (terrain corrected) Bouguer anomaly map.  The polynomial trend surfaceis shown on Figure 17 and the difference between the complete Bouguer anomalyand the polynomial is shown on Figure 18.  The regional trend is largely removedand local anomalies appear to be present.  In particular, the Rye Patch Faultbecomes quite evident but it does appear that areas in the Humboldt Range on theeastern flank of the area appear to be over-corrected and areas in vicinity of theFlorida Canyon Mine and in the northwestern portion of the study area west of theHumboldt House appear to be under-corrected.  Geologically, it would not beexpected to have lows in the higher elevations where bedrock is outcropping nor tohave highs in an area where material has been removed by mining or in the valleywhich contains significant quantities of low-density alluvium even after filtering.The next method used was band pass (wavelength) filtering.  The basis ofwavelength filtering is that any pattern of variation along a profile can bereproduced by combining an appropriate selection of cyclic curves (Robinson and 
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Figure 16.  Terrain corrected - complete Bouguer anomaly map.  Again note
the strong correlation with topography. 
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Figure 17.  Quadratic polynomial trend surface map of terrain corrected
gravity anomaly data.
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Figure 18.  Map of the terrain corrected anomaly data less the quadratic
polynomial trend surface.
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Coruh, 1988).  Any periodic waveform may be written as the sum of a number ofsinusoidal terms and can be expressed in an equation.  Thus, if the anomaly map canbe represented by a number of cyclic curves, long wavelength or regional features orvery short wavelength features that may represent noise possibly caused byvariations in tidal drift not accounted for using the looping and periodic re-occupation of a base station method, slight operator errors, small undersampledanomalies between stations, or gridding artifacts (Lyatsky, 2004), thosewavelengths can be removed by deleting those terms from the equation.  Thewavelength filtering was performed  utilizing the program FFTFIL written byHildenbrand (1983).  This program transforms the input data into the wave numberdomain by fast Fourier transforms.  The Fourier  coefficients are multiplied by thewave number response of the appropriate digital filter and the resulting coefficientsare inversely transformed back into the space domain. Initially, the upper band ofthe filtering window was established by using the approximate distance from thetopographic high of the Humboldt Range to the topographic low area of the RyePatch Reservoir (approximately 5 km) and doubling it, a distance of approximately10 km.  This was used as it should be a good representation of the regional field, i.e.the general Basin and Range structure as discussed in Chapter 3.  The lower bandwas established somewhat arbitrarily using a value 0.1 km, approximately one-halfthe distance between stations, to remove short-wavelength noise as discussedabove.  
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At the 10 km upper band, little to no reduction in the regional trend wasapparent (Figure 19).  Therefore the upper band was gradually reduced by trial anderror with the results shown on Figures 20 through 23.  As illustrated in the Figures,the regional trend is gradually diminished until at an upper window of 2 km, theapparent linear local anomalies begin to be broken up into more “bullseye” likepatterns.  This indicates that the filtering window has become too small and that thefilter is removing linear trends that may be indicative of faults.  Geologically, normalfaults would not generally be expected to terminate abruptly unless encounteringsome other structural feature such as a transfer or accommodation zone or wherethe strength properties of the underlying rock drastically changed.  Boring and welllogs indicate that the stratigraphy is relatively consistent and drastic changes to therock properties are not evident. While subjective, the window of 0.1 to 4 km seems to provide the most usefulrepresentation of local anomalies as the Rye Patch Fault and Range Front Fault canbe observed and generally correspond to the mappable surface traces as shown onFigure 15 and Figures 19 through 23.  Also of interest is the anomaly located at thesouth end of the study area which corresponds with the large anomaly observed onthe 2008 aeromagnetic anomaly map (Figure 24).  An overlay of the two data sets  isshown on Figure 25.  In addition to the filtering methods described above, the 2  derivative of thendterrain corrected data was calculated using Surfer  and Stanley’s (1977) method of®estimating  the dip angle of the Rye Patch Fault and the depth to the top of the 
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Figure 19.  Wavelength filtered map with filter window from 0.1 to 10 km.
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Figure 20.  Wavelength filtered map with filter window from 0.1 to 8 km.
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Figure 21.  Wavelength filtered map with filter window from 0.1 to 6 km.
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Figure 22.  Wavelength filtered map with filter window from 0.1 to 4 km.
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Figure 23.  Wavelength filtered map with filter window from 0.1 to 2 km.
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Figure 24.  Decultured aeromagnetic anomaly map (modified from Ellis,
2011).
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Figure 25.  Aeromagnetic anomalies (contours) over gravity anomalies with a
wavelength filter of 0.1 to 4 km (colors).
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Paleogene volcanic layer were determined.  A graph of a profile of the 2  derivativendvalues across the Rye Patch Fault and extending beyond the Range Front Fault(profile B-B’ of Figure 31) is presented as Figure 26.  The equations used todetermine the dip angle and depth were:
 The equations result in a dip angle of approximately 81  and a depth ofoapproximately 150 m.  In addition to the 2  derivative method, one-half thendmaximum anomaly and the equation given by Sharma (1997) for a semi-infinite slabrepresenting an near vertical fault estimates of depth  were also employed acrossthe same profile using the filtered gravity values.  The profile is shown on Figure 27and the analysis resulted in:
(½-maximum technique)
     210 m          (from Sharma, 1997)
The simple ½-maximum technique compares more closely with the depths to thebase of the alluvium in wells 42-28 (~ 715 m) and 44-28 (~ 615 m).
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Figure 26.  Graph of 2nd derivative along profile through Rye Patch and Range
Front Faults (profile B-B' of Figure 31). 
Figure 27.  Graph of anomaly half-width across Rye Patch and Range Front
Faults(profile B-B’ of Figure 31).
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Ground-Based MagneticsIn conjunction with the 2012 gravity survey, ground-based magnetometer readings were also obtained.  The readings were taken with a Geometrics G-856AXMemory Mag  proton precession magnetometer that has a resolution of 0.1nanoTesla (nT) and an accuracy of 1.0 nT.  At each station, several readings weretaken until two consecutive readings agreed to within 1 nT.  The reading was thenstored into memory and also recorded in the field notebook.  At several locations,the magnetometer was offset 5 to 20 m due to the presence of overhead power lines,fence lines, or railroad tracks.  The offset was determined by moving away from theobstruction and taking successive readings until the readings did not changeappreciably with further distance.Typical corrections that may be required for magnetic surveys include thenormal main field correction, diurnal corrections, and corrections for changes inelevation or the influence of terrain.   Initially, the field readings were corrected for main field variations which account for the variation of the geomagnetic fieldintensity with respect to latitude and longitude.  This was accomplished by using theonline calculator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)that is available at www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/#igrfid.  Specifically, minimumand maximum values for latitude and longitude along with the survey dates wereentered into the calculator and data for declination, inclination, horizontal intensity,Earth’s main field intensity, and X, Y, and Z components of the main field intensitywere downloaded.  Gradients for the change in the main field intensity between the
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minimum and maximum latitude and longitude were then calculated and aninterpolation was performed for each station by first taking the difference betweeneach station’s latitude and the minimum latitude multiplied by the main fieldgradient of the latitude plus the main field value at the minimum latitude value.  Asimilar operation for the longitude was then performed.  Once this had beenaccomplished, the result was subtracted from the measured readings leading to thelocal intensity at each station.  The next correction that was made was to account for the diurnal variationsthat are the result of electromagnetic radiation emanating from the sun whichionizes particles in the ionosphere, and the tidal forces of the sun and moon thatproduce cyclic wind currents in the ionosphere.  This correction is generallyaccomplished by either re-occupying a station periodically as was done for thegravity tide correction, or by establishing a base station that automatically recordsvariations at a specified interval.  For this survey, we attempted to utilize the secondmethod. However due to operator error, the results were unsatisfactory. Specifically, on the first two days, due to security concerns, I established the basestation in the parking lot of the Florida Canyon Mine.  Unfortunately, car traffic inthe parking lot and truck traffic from the mine caused tremendous spikesapparently each time a vehicle passed.  The software that is included with theinstrument, MagMap  2000, allows one to filter out values above or below a specific ®range and this may have been possible except for another error that was made.  I 
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also made the mistake of setting the “tune” function of the instrument to “automatictuning” rather than entering an approximate value from the InternationalGeomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF).  The documentation of the magnetometerstates that when using this option, the meter is tuned to the last reading whichseemed reasonable.  However, with the vehicle traffic described above, the previousvalue was frequently greatly influenced resulting in poor tuning for subsequentreadings.  After downloading and evaluation of the first two days of the base stationmeasurements, it became obvious that the parking lot was a poor choice oflocations.  For the remaining days of the field work, we established the base station atthe same location as the temporary gravity base stations taking care to place it inlocations where it was difficult for a passerby to observe (e.g. hiding it behind sagebrush).  Unfortunately, I continued to use the auto-tune feature and while the datawere downloaded and viewed each evening, it was not apparent that the data werepoor as the diurnal variations appeared to follow a similar pattern as an  exampleprovided in the meter’s documentation.  Upon return from the field and whileprocessing the data, it became apparent that the diurnal variations that had beenrecorded were an order of a magnitude different than what would normally beexpected.  As a magnetic storm was not recorded at permanent global stations forthe dates the field work was conducted, it was determined that the base station datathat had been recorded was erroneous and unsuitable for use.  To test thisassumption, I set the meter up at a local park by first taking measurements using the
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auto-tune option for an hour, and then manually tuning the instrument and takingrecordings for an hour.  Upon doing so, it was found that the maximum auto-tunevalues that were recorded were approximately an order of magnitude different thanthe values obtained using the manual tune method similar to that which wasrecorded during the field work.As an alternative, data for the survey dates from the two closest permanentcontinually recording INTERMAGNET Magnetic Observatories (IMOs) located atBoulder, CO and Fresno, CA were downloaded from the INTERMAGNET website at:    http://www.intermagnet.org/data-donnee/data-eng.php.   A weighted averagebased on the distance from the IMOs to the project site was calculated and this datawas used to account for diurnal variations on the premise that perturbation at thethree locations would occur at approximately the same time.  The recorded times ofthe station readings were adjusted to match Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) andinterpolation of the diurnal corrections as calculated above was performed.Corrections for elevation and terrain were not performed as at the latitude ofthe project site, the gradient of variations in the main field from changes in elevationis on the order of 0.025 nT/m.  As the difference between the maximum andminimum elevations was approximately 180 m, the maximum correction would beon the order of 4.5 nT which would be insufficient to appreciably vary the anomaliesor outweigh general background noise.  After performing the corrections, an anomaly map was produced usingSurfer .  Examination of the anomaly map indicated that there were a number of®
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isolated points that varied greatly from adjacent points resulting in “bullseye”features on the map indicating probable erroneous data.  These points wereremoved from the dataset and a new map was generated.  There were again several“bullseye” features but at much less magnitude than the prior ones that had beenremoved, so the mean and standard deviation of the data (minus theaforementioned major outliers) were calculated.  The data were then screened andany values that exceeded two times the standard deviation from the mean were alsoremoved.  An anomaly map of the processed data is presented as Figure 28. Overlays of the aeromagnetic and gravity data in comparison to the ground-basedmagnetic data are shown in Figures 29 and 30 and the processed data is included asAppendix D.
ModelingAfter the gravity and magnetic data had been processed, forward modelingwas performed using Geosoft’s GM-SYS  Profile Modeling software version 4.1,®laboratory edition.  Certain limitations with this version and edition required somesimplification of the models.  Specifically, the software was limited to 35 stationsand 8 blocks per profile.  Other simplifying assumptions that were used included that the model layers(or formations) were homogeneous of constant density and of relatively constantthickness.  Additionally, it was assumed that the model layers extended laterally toinfinity although in practice this was accomplished by extending the layers 30 km inboth directions.  
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Figure 28.  Ground-based magnetic anomaly map.
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Figure 29.  Aeromagnetic anomalies (contours) over ground-based magnetic
anomalies (colors).
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Figure 30.  Ground-based magnetic anomalies (contours) over gravity
anomalies with a wavelength filter of 0.1 to 4 km (colors).
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Three profiles were constructed at the locations shown on Figure 31.  Thefirst profile, A-A’, was constructed north of the existing plant along the approximateVSP Line 100 of the seismic survey conducted by Presco Energy (Ellis, 2011).  Thislocation was used as Ellis (2011) also constructed a structural cross-section alongthis line as presented as Figure 11 above.  The principle purpose of this profile wasto evaluate the probable gravity and magnetic response to such a cross-section andto provide a rough calibration of the densities of the respective formations.  SectionB-B’ was located just to the south of the existing plant at a location that crossed theRye Patch Fault anomaly, the adjacent gravity low, and extending across the RangeFront Fault.  In addition to crossing these features, it was close to two wells (42-28and 44-28) that had detailed logs (see Appendix A) thus providing some informationon formation thicknesses and depths.Section C-C’ was chosen at the location of the southern anomaly.  Whilecontrol such as well logs or seismic information was very limited in this area, it washoped that the modeling would provide some insight as to what structural featurescould be causing this anomaly.  The well data used for Section B-B’ was also used asa starting point for this profile.Gravity, magnetic, and topographic data for each profile were obtained byusing the “slice” feature of Surfer  on previously gridded data.  This resulted in®obtaining northing, easting, distance along profile, and the selected parameter (e.g.filtered gravity) data in ASCII space delimited format which was then entered into a 
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Figure 31.  Locations of modeling profiles. A-A’ is located along existing
seismic line, B-B’ located across Rey Patch Fault and Range Front Fault, and C-
C’ crossing large anomaly in southern portion of the study area.
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spreadsheet.  The slice feature takes data from grid nodes along the profile resultingin approximately 80 points for each profile based on the grid size that had been usedand the lengths of the profiles.  As mentioned above, the GM-SYS  version and®license used for the modeling was restricted to 35 points for each profile, thereforedata points were eliminated based on distance between stations.  This resulted inprofiles of 35 points with a typical distance between stations of around 200 m.     Once the profiles had been reduced to 35 stations, the data to be modeled foreach profile was entered into the GM-SYS  program.  For Section A-A’, the®elevations, terrain-corrected gravity data, and the aeromagnetic data were entered. After this had been completed, a raster image of the structural cross-section (perFigure 11) was imported into the GM-SYS  program to be used as a backdrop.  Two®points on the image were selected and horizontal and vertical coordinates for bothpoints were entered for each which resulted in the image being scaled in bothdirections to match the profile data.  During data input, the profile azimuth andstrike (105  and 15 , respectively) were entered along with the local magnetic maino ofield intensity (51150 nT), declination (13.9 ) and inclination (64.5 ) per the IGRF. o oThe structural cross-section backdrop was then “traced” for the formations andvalues for density and magnetic susceptibility were assigned to each formation. Initial estimates of the density and magnetic susceptibility values were obtainedfrom Telford et al. (1976) and these parameters were adjusted during modelingultimately resulting in the values listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1.  Density and magnetic susceptibility values used in modeling.
Formation Lithology Density
(g/cm )3
Susceptibility
x 10  emu6Alluvium Clays, silts, sands and gravels withinterbedded sinter deposits 2.2 20Paleogene Volcanics Volcanics 2.8 350Grass Valley Mudstone and sandstone variablyrecrystallized to argillite, slates andquartzite 2.7 80Natchez Pass Massive carbonates with volcanics 2.67 130Natchez Pass Clastic Sandstone, siltstone and claystone 2.5 30Prida Limestone and dolomite 2.7 20Crustal Rock -- 2.67 30The terrain corrected gravity and aeromagnetic data was modeled for profileA-A’.  The terrain corrected data were chosen because the structural cross-sectionthat was used as a basis for the model was not filtered and reflects the dip of theformations extending into the Humboldt Range.  The aeromagnetic data werechosen because ground-based gravity measurements were not obtained in thevicinity of the profile.  As the program was constrained to eight blocks, the UpperNatchez Pass was excluded and a crustal block was included for this profile.  Again,the general purpose of this profile was to determine reasonable values for thedensities and magnetic sus-ceptibilities and to evaluate the modeled gravitationaland magnetic response to the cross-section as developed by Ellis (2011).  Theresults are presented as Figure 32.  Upon examination, it is apparent that both themodeled gravity and magnetic anomalies are greatly subdued by the regional trendproviding additional support for the filtering that was discussed above.  The error 
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Figure 32.  Model results for profile A-A’.
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noted in the magnetic and gravity panes of the figure is the cumulative differencebetween the observed and calculated values. For sections B-B’ and C-C’, the filtered gravity (1 to 4 km) was used in themodel.  Initial depths and thicknesses were based on the information from wells 42-28 and 44-28.  The dips of the faults were assumed to be steep to the west and thevalue of 81  calculated using the 2  derivative method as discussed in the gravityo ndsection above was initially used.  For these two profiles the Natchez Pass Formationwas divided into upper and lower segments separated by the clastic unit and, inessence, the Prida Formation was taken to be “crustal rock” by adjusting its densityto 2.67 g/cm .   Once the blocks had been constructed, an iterative (although3manual) process was used until the error was minimized.  The results are shown inFigures 33 and 34.It should be noted that modeling of potential field data is non-unique in thata number of different configurations can generate similar gravity and magneticsignals.  However, based on the standard conceptual models of basin and rangefaulting and of the geothermal systems in the area (Figures 6 through 10) combinedwith the local geologic information from wells and seismic surveys, the modelspresented appear to be good estimates of the basic structure of the southern portionof the KGRA. As there were no major anomalies in the northern portion of the KGRAnear the Humboldt House and as there was very little information that could be used as constraints, model profiles in that area were not created.  Additionalconstraints such as more well and/or seismic information would greatly enhance 
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Figure 33.  Model results for profile B-B’.
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Figure 34.  Model results for profile C-C’. 
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the ability to create a model more definitive of such things as structures, formationthicknesses and depths.
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CHAPTER V - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONSThe results of the survey indicate that the gravity method can be useful inidentifying structural features that may be conduits for fluid flow per the currentlyaccepted model of Basin and Range geothermal systems.  However, due to thetypical structure of the Basin and Range of mountain ranges separated by widevalleys as the result of crustal extension and normal faulting, removal of the regionaltrend is necessary.  While terrain corrections reduce the influence of topography,due to the large density contrast between the low density valley fill and alluviumwith the near surface or outcropping higher density bedrock formations in thehigher elevations, a strong regional field significantly overprints local anomalies. Neither the Nettleton (1971) nor the Parasnis (1979) methods were found to beeffective for determining a more suitable site-specific reduction density for similarreasons.    Filtering by removal of the regional polynomial trend surface was rapid usingmodern software and generally retains linear features, however it appears to over-or under-correct in areas and the anomalies were more diffuse than what thewavelength filtering technique could accommodate.  Wavelength filtering appears tobe effective in removal of the regional trend although it may truncate linear featuresif the wavelength filter is too low.  It also required trial and error to achieve resultswhich satisfactorily remove the regional trend and allow discernment of the local
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features of interest such as the Rye Patch and Range Front Faults and the possibletransfer or accommodation zones.  The filtered results clearly show anomalies from the Rye Patch Fault and theRange Front Fault, particularly in the area of the existing plant (Figures 22 and 35). Also of note in this area is the gravity high trending to the northeast with an azimuthof about 82 degrees.  This is at the approximate location as the “southeast” faultnoted by Feighner (1998, 1999), Teplow (1999), Gritto et al. (2003) and Sanyal(2006). Another smaller feature parallel to the southeast fault appears to be presentslightly to the south.  These features are most likely an accommodation or transferzone with oblique-slip movement as the gravity high indicates some vertical offset. The large anomaly at the south end of the study area may also be a normal fault thatis terminated by another transfer or accommodation zone as postulated by Ellis(2011).  These features are shown on the shaded relief map in Figure 35.In the area of the Humboldt House and the sinter deposits, northeasttrending features such as those identified by MacNight et al. (2005) or the antitheticfaults suggested by Ellis (2011) are not discernable although there is a significantgravity low in this area.  If these faults are present, it may be that there isinsufficient offset to generate a well defined gravity signal or that the majority ofoffset is located to the west of the study area.  Higher resolution (closer spacing) ofgravity meter readings might also improve the results.Estimates of fault dip angles appear to confirm that they are high angle (onthe order of 80 ) as the previous conceptual models suggest.  Estimates of the o
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Figure 35.  Shaded relief map of 1 to 4 km filtered gravity anomalies. Low to
medium enthalpy targets include gravity anomaly lows south of the sinter
deposits, northeast of the existing plant, and at the southern end of the study
area between the Rye Patch and unnamed faults. High enthalpy targets may
exist on the west side of the Rye Patch Fault.
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depths to the bottom of the alluvium are tenuous at best although the estimatesarrived at using the half-maximum (without multiplier) anomaly width arrive atestimates of approximately 460 m.  This estimate appears to compare with well 44-28 (620 m) if it is located on the down-dip side of a rotated block as discussedbelow. Results of the ground-based magnetics were poor at best principally due tooperator error.  In addition, it was only performed during the 2012 survey andtherefore covered only portions of the study area.  It did however indicate ananomaly in the southern-most area that is coincident with the filtered gravity andaeromagnetics.  It can also be performed much more rapidly than the gravity surveyas it is not as dependent on having as stringent location data and use of a handheldGPS unit would suffice.  For this site, it is believed that there would be a sufficientcontrast in magnetic susceptibilities between the Paleogene volcanics with thealluvium and principally carbonates of the other formations such that the location ofstructural features such as faults could be discerned if diurnal variations wereaccurately recorded, and could be considered as part of a future study.The model results indicate that the gross geologic structure of the KGRAfollows the general structure of similar Basin and Range systems.  While previousconceptual models of the site generally have parallel or west dipping horst blocks,the model results suggest steep normal faults with a rotation and tilting of theblocks in the opposite direction (to the east).  This configuration appears to createsmaller “sub-basins” between the range front fault and subsequent piedmont faults. 
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It should again be cautioned that the models developed for this study are non-unique although they appear to adequately produce calculated gravity signals thatare similar to the observed (albeit filtered) gravity data.  On that note, the regionaltrend was removed by the filtering and the regional dip to the west may need to beadded to more accurately depict the actual geometry.  Depths, thicknesses, and faultdip angles of the models should also be viewed with caution as they are largely afunction of assumed density contrasts.  Greater control such as more well or seismicinformation and data on actual rock densities would undoubtedly improve themodels.However, on the basis of even the simple models presented above, it appearsthat the majority of the production wells, with the possible exception of thewestern-most wells (in particular 42-28, 44-28 and 46-28), are located on the eastside of the Rye Patch Fault.  Wells 42-28, 44-28, and 46-28 appear to be located verynear to the edge of the fault.  The apparent oblique-slip fault that has been termedthe “southeast” fault in prior investigations may also represent a southern divide orbarrier as postulated by Sanyal, et al. (2006).  The production wells were principally located on the basis of shallowtemperature gradient borings and wells.  While near surface temperatures may behigher in the areas previously identified as “anomalous” (the Humboldt House andRye Patch anomaly areas), these areas may be more indicative of shallow outflowsystems per scenario b) of Figure 8 and the low enthalpy zone of Ellis (2011).
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As Michels (2002) suggests, the zone of higher pressure geothermal fluids atdeeper depths is indicative of a reservoir confined by impermeable boundaries. Thiszone would be consistent with the medium enthalpy zone of Ellis (2011).  Thefaulting and tilting of the fault blocks to the east could provide lateral structuralbarriers while the Paleogene volcanics and alluvium sealed by sinter and silicadeposits could provide an upper cap.  The sub-basins created by the tilting of thehorst blocks would provide a reservoir for these fluids.  Potential targets for boththe low and medium enthalpy zones include the gravity lows located to the south ofthe sinter deposits, northeast of the existing plant, and near the southern end of thestudy area between the Rye Patch Fault and unnamed fault (Figure 35).While the high enthalpy zone of Ellis (2011) may exist within the clastic unitof the Natchez Pass Formation, this target has been somewhat elusive as a drillingtarget.  The high noise-to-signal ratios of seismic studies and the variable thicknessand heterogeneous nature of this unit complicate the definition of its location. Geothermometry indicates that the temperature of the source of all of the hot fluidsis above 200 C and is likely on the order of 250 C.  Based on the temperatureo omeasurements from the existing wells and calculated temperature gradients, thedepth of the common resource water would be on the order of 4 km, however highertemperature fluids may be at shallower depths due to convection and flow alongmore permeable layers such as the clastic unit of the Natchez Pass Formation.The Rye Patch Fault may again serve as a barrier and a structural trap couldtherefore be located to the west of the existing wells although it would necessitate
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drilling to greater depths.  However, if the blocks are tilted back to the east asindicated by the modeling and the geothermal fluids are flowing upward along thefaults as postulated, they may be more likely to have entered the permeable NatchezPass clastic unit in the down-dropped block prior to reaching the upper block.  This,combined with the structural barrier noted above, indicates that the west side of theRye Patch Fault may represent a drilling target for the high enthalpy zone.In conclusion, the results of the survey indicate that a gravity survey can bean effective method of defining approximate fault locations, lengths, andapproximate trends and dip angles leading to the identification of potentialgeothermal drilling targets although the need for applying filtering techniques isevident.  However, development of realistic models based on gravity would requiresufficient constraining information from seismic surveys, well logs and othergeological and geophysical information.  The method could be utilized as aprecursor to more expensive surveys such as seismic.  This study shows that themethod would provide an indication of the approximate location and geometry offeatures and of interest where additional work could be focused after which, it couldbe used as an aid in the development of conceptual models.
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APPENDIX B
Station Location Data
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Table 2. GPS Data
Observation
BASE1 --- 25 (B15)
BASE1 --- 4 (B14)
BASE1 --- 3 (B13)
BASE1 --- 46 (B11)
BASE1 --- 67 (B10)
BASE1 --- 88 (B9)
BASE1 --- 107 (B8)
BASE1 --- 114 (B7)
BASE1 --- 115 (B6)
BASE1 --- 108 (B5)
BASE1 --- 89 (B4)
BASE1 --- 68 (B3)
BASE1 --- 47 (B2)
BASE1 --- 26 (B1)
FLCYNBASE --- 66 
(B38)
166 (B56)
165 (B57)
154 (B58)
159 (B59)
164 (B60)
160 (B61)
161 (B62)
162 (B63)
163 (B64)
158 (B65)
157 (B66)
156 (B67)
FLCYNBASE --- 45 
(B37)
FLCYNBASE --- 44 
(B36)
FLCYNBASE --- 23 
(B35)
FLCYNBASE --- 2 
(B34)
10783.777 -15.526
FLCYNBASE 2 Fixed 0.059 0.042 198°28'39" 10976.390 -8.641
FLCYNBASE 23 Fixed 0.017 0.024 198°50'47"
10533.512 -13.821
FLCYNBASE 44 Fixed 0.018 0.026 199°12'07" 10592.630 -15.078
FLCYNBASE 45 Fixed 0.020 0.030 198°26'57"
8887.172 12.632
FLCYNBASE 156 Fixed 0.016 0.023 196°15'36" 8943.010 6.030
FLCYNBASE 157 Fixed 0.019 0.027 194°58'14"
8650.157 12.081
FLCYNBASE 158 Fixed 0.016 0.024 193°55'00" 8837.452 17.570
FLCYNBASE 163 Fixed 0.016 0.025 194°10'03"
8754.654 2.754
FLCYNBASE 162 Fixed 0.016 0.028 195°26'14" 8699.539 7.856
FLCYNBASE 161 Fixed 0.015 0.026 196°40'32"
8693.536 -7.041
FLCYNBASE 160 Fixed 0.014 0.027 197°49'33" 8820.399 -2.314
FLCYNBASE 164 Fixed 0.013 0.022 199°33'06"
9085.827 -6.381
FLCYNBASE 159 Fixed 0.014 0.021 199°06'59" 8897.948 -7.194
FLCYNBASE 154 Fixed 0.015 0.021 198°55'04"
8569.406 1.722
FLCYNBASE 165 Fixed 0.018 0.020 198°15'20" 8631.002 -3.243
FLCYNBASE 166 Fixed 0.020 0.021 197°05'16"
10598.429 12.908
FLCYNBASE 66 Fixed 0.023 0.035 198°35'49" 10338.628 -11.881
BASE1 26 Fixed 0.017 0.025 195°46'20"
10215.921 1.308
BASE1 47 Fixed 0.016 0.030 196°05'43" 10409.965 1.033
BASE1 68 Fixed 0.015 0.026 196°24'37"
9833.399 -4.125
BASE1 89 Fixed 0.014 0.026 196°45'37" 10024.484 0.612
BASE1 108 Fixed 0.014 0.024 197°06'01"
9719.924 -9.518
BASE1 115 Fixed 0.016 0.025 197°27'46" 9644.791 -5.104
BASE1 114 Fixed 0.021 0.029 198°32'08"
10086.735 -6.304
BASE1 107 Fixed 0.016 0.019 198°12'24" 9899.329 -7.984
BASE1 88 Fixed 0.028 0.024 197°50'09"
10466.918 -4.747
BASE1 67 Fixed 0.048 0.054 197°28'53" 10276.497 -4.311
BASE1 46 Fixed 0.031 0.038 197°08'14"
10847.202 12.135
BASE1 3 Fixed 0.014 0.029 197°28'49" 10907.084 0.168
BASE1 4 Fixed 0.035 0.057 196°29'43"
Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
BASE1 25 Fixed 0.032 0.044 196°48'16" 10654.444 -1.130
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
Description:
Baseline Processing Report
Processing Summary
Time zone: Central Standard Time Geoid:
Reference number: Vertical datum:
Size: 3 MB Datum: WGS 1984
Modified: 6/23/2012 8:19:09 AM (UTC:-5) Zone: Default
Project information Coordinate System
Name: D:\Dissertation\2012 Field\GPS\Process 
corrected.vce
Name: Default
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Table 2. (Cont.)
Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
FLCYNBASE --- 1 
(B33)
FLCYNBASE --- 22 
(B32)
FLCYNBASE --- 43 
(B31)
FLCYNBASE --- 64 
(B30)
FLCYNBASE --- 85 
(B29)
FLCYNBASE --- 86 
(B28)
FLCYNBASE --- 65 
(B27)
FLCYNBASE --- 87 
(B26)
FLCYNBASE --- 113 
(B24)
FLCYNBASE --- 120 
(B23)
FLCYNBASE --- 137 
(B22)
FLCYNBASE --- 138 
(B21)
FLCYNBASE --- 139 
(B20)
FLCYNBASE --- 123 
(B19)
FLCYNBASE --- 124 
(B18)
FLCYNBASE --- 117 
(B17)
FLCYNBASE --- 116 
(B16)
FLCYNBASE --- 178 
(B39)
FLCYNBASE --- 197 
(B40)
FLCYNBASE --- 198 
(B41)
FLCYNBASE --- 199 
(B42)
FLCYNBASE --- 200 
(B43)
FLCYNBASE --- 196 
(B45)
FLCYNBASE --- 195 
(B46)
FLCYNBASE --- 194 
(B47)
FLCYNBASE --- 193 
(B48)
FLCYNBASE --- 192 
(B49)
FLCYNBASE --- 180 
(B51)
FLCYNBASE --- 181 
(B52)
FLCYNBASE --- 182 
(B53)
FLCYNBASE --- 167 
(B55)
FLCYNBASE --- 155 
(B68)
FLCYNBASE --- 111 
(B69)
FLCYNBASE --- 110 
(B70)
FLCYNBASE --- 109 
(B71)
FLCYNBASE --- 112 
(B72)
FLCYNBASE --- 140 
(B73)
FLCYNBASE --- 141 
(B74)
FLCYNBASE --- 142 
(B75)
FLCYNBASE --- 143 
(B76)
FLCYNBASE --- 126 
(B77)
9231.312 25.070FLCYNBASE 126 Fixed 0.014 0.032 193°29'42"
9085.905 13.644
FLCYNBASE 143 Fixed 0.014 0.027 193°41'09" 9048.000 21.525
FLCYNBASE 142 Fixed 0.017 0.028 194°41'31"
9200.209 0.058
FLCYNBASE 141 Fixed 0.020 0.031 195°54'06" 9142.902 6.256
FLCYNBASE 140 Fixed 0.019 0.026 197°05'44"
9775.790 5.654
FLCYNBASE 112 Fixed 0.018 0.025 193°04'40" 9659.668 28.588
FLCYNBASE 109 Fixed 0.019 0.027 195°59'38"
9665.797 19.638
FLCYNBASE 110 Fixed 0.020 0.030 195°01'03" 9716.749 13.445
FLCYNBASE 111 Fixed 0.058 0.084 194°06'21"
8506.807 7.328
FLCYNBASE 155 Fixed 0.025 0.036 197°26'01" 9008.039 0.021
FLCYNBASE 167 Fixed 0.019 0.021 195°44'42"
8310.079 9.637
FLCYNBASE 182 Fixed 0.023 0.035 194°51'23" 8260.335 16.003
FLCYNBASE 181 Fixed 0.014 0.022 196°11'24"
8322.968 -8.843
FLCYNBASE 180 Fixed 0.020 0.038 197°26'23" 8378.204 3.367
FLCYNBASE 192 Fixed 0.014 0.030 200°29'20"
8191.865 4.484
FLCYNBASE 193 Fixed 0.015 0.029 199°11'16" 8257.168 -2.070
FLCYNBASE 194 Fixed 0.018 0.039 197°53'51"
8069.805 17.193
FLCYNBASE 195 Fixed 0.031 0.060 196°30'23" 8123.471 10.934
FLCYNBASE 196 Fixed 0.017 0.023 195°14'36"
7994.424 5.628
FLCYNBASE 200 Fixed 0.017 0.024 197°01'17" 7934.217 12.015
FLCYNBASE 199 Fixed 0.017 0.025 198°17'42"
8134.473 -8.398
FLCYNBASE 198 Fixed 0.020 0.029 199°45'31" 8068.469 -1.331
FLCYNBASE 197 Fixed 0.020 0.024 201°01'37"
9581.750 3.354
FLCYNBASE 178 Fixed 0.018 0.022 200°01'51" 8508.544 -8.064
FLCYNBASE 116 Fixed 0.018 0.025 196°20'47"
9309.791 4.684
FLCYNBASE 117 Fixed 0.017 0.025 195°11'24" 9523.993 11.096
FLCYNBASE 124 Fixed 0.025 0.038 195°33'14"
9262.481 -5.242
FLCYNBASE 123 Fixed 0.029 0.044 196°38'50" 9379.574 -0.285
FLCYNBASE 139 Fixed 0.014 0.026 198°15'47"
9402.843 -15.603
FLCYNBASE 138 Fixed 0.016 0.030 199°25'47" 9330.085 -11.313
FLCYNBASE 137 Fixed 0.013 0.023 200°34'08"
9834.350 -18.590
FLCYNBASE 120 Fixed 0.014 0.021 200°07'41" 9588.844 -14.993
FLCYNBASE 113 Fixed 0.022 0.029 199°41'02"
10408.623 -15.398
FLCYNBASE 87 Fixed 0.030 0.030 198°54'56" 10151.496 -12.407
FLCYNBASE 65 Fixed 0.013 0.023 199°34'27"
10292.531 -17.997
FLCYNBASE 86 Fixed 0.013 0.030 199°58'22" 10223.994 -15.549
FLCYNBASE 85 Fixed 0.013 0.030 201°00'32"
10665.142 -16.854
FLCYNBASE 64 Fixed 0.015 0.031 200°36'34" 10478.430 -17.209
FLCYNBASE 43 Fixed 0.017 0.029 200°13'27"
11037.478 -16.215
FLCYNBASE 22 Fixed 0.022 0.035 199°49'59" 10854.433 -16.686
FLCYNBASE 1 Fixed 0.018 0.025 199°28'11"
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Table 2. (Cont.)
Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
FLCYNBASE --- 118 
(B79)
FLCYNBASE --- 125 
(B80)
FLCYNBASE --- 92 
(B81)
FLCYNBASE --- 91 
(B82)
FLCYNBASE --- 90 
(B83)
FLCYNBASE --- 69 
(B84)
FLCYNBASE --- 71 
(B86)
BASE1 --- 24 (B12)
FLCYNBASE --- 106 
(B25)
FLCYNBASE --- 201 
(B44)
FLCYNBASE --- 179 
(B50)
FLCYNBASE --- 168 
(B54)
FLCYNBASE --- 119 
(B78)
FLCYNBASE --- 70 
(B85)
FLCYNBASE --- 8 
(B87)
FLCYNBASE --- 29 
(B88)
FLCYNBASE --- 50 
(B89)
FLCYNBASE --- 49 
(B90)
FLCYNBASE --- 48 
(B91)
FLCYNBASE --- 27 
(B92)
FLCYNBASE --- 28 
(B93)
FLCYNBASE --- 7 
(B94)
FLCYNBASE --- 6 
(B95)
FLCYNBASE --- 5 
(B96)
FLCYNBASE --- 121 
(B97)
FLCYNBASE --- 122 
(B98)
FLCYNBASE --- 94 
(B99)
FLCYNBASE --- 95 
(B100)
FLCYNBASE --- 96 
(B101)
FLCYNBASE --- 97 
(B102)
FLCYNBASE --- 98 
(B103)
FLCYNBASE --- 99 
(B104)
FLCYNBASE --- 78 
(B105)
FLCYNBASE --- 77 
(B106)
FLCYNBASE --- 76 
(B107)
FLCYNBASE --- 75 
(B108)
FLCYNBASE --- 72 
(B112)
FLCYNBASE --- 51 
(B113)
FLCYNBASE --- 52 
(B114)
FLCYNBASE --- 53 
(B115)
FLCYNBASE --- 54 
(B116)
10127.551 51.300
FLCYNBASE 54 Fixed 0.016 0.023 188°29'58" 10081.569 59.648
FLCYNBASE 53 Fixed 0.017 0.024 189°34'17"
10201.297 35.247
FLCYNBASE 52 Fixed 0.017 0.025 190°42'35" 10156.255 42.443
FLCYNBASE 51 Fixed 0.019 0.026 191°42'00"
9879.440 57.681
FLCYNBASE 72 Fixed 0.032 0.049 191°57'21" 10001.587 32.585
FLCYNBASE 75 Fixed 0.015 0.027 188°43'22"
9829.900 77.174
FLCYNBASE 76 Fixed 0.014 0.026 187°29'42" 9862.608 68.925
FLCYNBASE 77 Fixed 0.010 0.018 186°17'49"
9610.343 83.804
FLCYNBASE 78 Fixed 0.014 0.021 185°11'45" 9806.442 86.199
FLCYNBASE 99 Fixed 0.015 0.021 185°21'32"
9648.994 69.936
FLCYNBASE 98 Fixed 0.016 0.020 186°29'47" 9631.432 77.819
FLCYNBASE 97 Fixed 0.021 0.021 187°42'24"
9729.772 49.419
FLCYNBASE 96 Fixed 0.028 0.021 188°51'25" 9699.778 60.992
FLCYNBASE 95 Fixed 0.022 0.022 190°01'11"
9452.881 -5.121
FLCYNBASE 94 Fixed 0.019 0.022 191°08'34" 9764.882 39.508
FLCYNBASE 122 Fixed 0.014 0.030 197°52'48"
10788.262 17.486
FLCYNBASE 121 Fixed 0.015 0.030 199°00'03" 9520.468 -10.468
FLCYNBASE 5 Fixed 0.022 0.040 195°27'22"
10669.952 24.762
FLCYNBASE 6 Fixed 0.018 0.029 194°28'51" 10732.307 20.614
FLCYNBASE 7 Fixed 0.017 0.025 193°21'55"
10540.091 21.378
FLCYNBASE 28 Fixed 0.017 0.025 193°42'01" 10487.363 23.597
FLCYNBASE 27 Fixed 0.018 0.027 194°44'45"
10291.738 17.806
FLCYNBASE 48 Fixed 0.020 0.031 195°03'30" 10344.875 8.883
FLCYNBASE 49 Fixed 0.020 0.028 193°56'32"
10449.841 26.394
FLCYNBASE 50 Fixed 0.019 0.023 192°55'28" 10256.600 23.635
FLCYNBASE 29 Fixed 0.019 0.023 192°34'58"
10099.459 14.883
FLCYNBASE 8 Fixed 0.019 0.024 192°23'06" 10645.178 28.098
FLCYNBASE 70 Fixed 0.014 0.022 194°16'56"
8443.100 13.956
FLCYNBASE 119 Fixed 0.013 0.029 193°17'18" 9440.047 27.572
FLCYNBASE 168 Fixed 0.018 0.021 194°23'33"
7869.860 18.817
FLCYNBASE 179 Fixed 0.013 0.027 198°42'04" 8451.667 -2.455
FLCYNBASE 201 Fixed 0.016 0.022 195°36'04"
10712.480 -8.065
FLCYNBASE 106 Fixed 0.019 0.021 199°18'59" 9964.009 -14.163
BASE1 24 Fixed 0.027 0.063 197°48'21"
10156.850 7.869
FLCYNBASE 71 Fixed 0.025 0.042 193°10'04" 10051.883 23.200
FLCYNBASE 69 Fixed 0.015 0.020 195°22'06"
9903.470 15.239
FLCYNBASE 90 Fixed 0.018 0.020 195°38'07" 9965.546 7.618
FLCYNBASE 91 Fixed 0.022 0.021 194°32'38"
9283.246 12.573
FLCYNBASE 92 Fixed 0.027 0.022 193°28'19" 9855.224 23.308
FLCYNBASE 125 Fixed 0.013 0.024 194°30'05"
FLCYNBASE 118 Fixed 0.015 0.032 194°14'45" 9474.076 19.791
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Table 2. (Cont.)
Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
FLCYNBASE --- 55 
(B117)
FLCYNBASE --- 56 
(B118)
FLCYNBASE --- 57 
(B119)
FLCYNBASE --- 73 
(B110)
FLCYNBASE --- 93 
(B111)
FLCYNBASE --- 74 
(B109)
FLCYNBASE --- 81 
(B129)
36 (B130)
35 (B131)
34 (B132)
33 (B133)
32 (B134)
31 (B135)
30 (B136)
9 (B137)
10 (B138)
11 (B139)
12 (B140)
13 (B141)
14 (B142)
15 (B143)
100 (B144)
101 (B145)
102 (B146)
103 (B147)
104 (B148)
83 (B149)
82 (B150)
FLCYNBASE --- 80 
(B128)
FLCYNBASE --- 16 
(B125)
FLCYNBASE --- 208 
(B123)
FLCYNBASE --- 209 
(B122)
FLCYNBASE --- 210 
(B121)
FLCYNBASE --- 211 
(B120)
FLCYNBASE --- 79 
(B127)
FLCYNBASE --- 58 
(B126)
250 (B228)
245 (B229)
244 (B230)
243 (B231)
247 (B232) 2860.241 -40.109FLCYNBASE 247 Fixed 0.019 0.022 278°08'14"
2425.411 -38.922
FLCYNBASE 243 Fixed 0.015 0.016 270°09'58" 2825.067 -39.445
FLCYNBASE 244 Fixed 0.010 0.012 270°15'29"
1687.404 -32.930
FLCYNBASE 245 Fixed 0.011 0.015 267°02'25" 2031.171 -35.538
FLCYNBASE 250 Fixed 0.009 0.019 284°30'21"
9791.422 94.956
FLCYNBASE 58 Fixed 0.014 0.027 183°57'11" 9996.969 96.528
FLCYNBASE 79 Fixed 0.015 0.026 184°02'18"
7263.274 65.030
FLCYNBASE 211 Fixed 0.023 0.034 187°15'55" 7224.652 84.103
FLCYNBASE 210 Fixed 0.023 0.034 188°52'56"
7327.804 48.702
FLCYNBASE 209 Fixed 0.017 0.025 190°26'28" 7298.027 56.503
FLCYNBASE 208 Fixed 0.016 0.023 192°02'31"
9777.556 104.644
FLCYNBASE 16 Fixed 0.018 0.028 183°45'07" 10396.217 100.075
FLCYNBASE 80 Fixed 0.021 0.033 182°51'37"
9767.659 136.923
FLCYNBASE 82 Fixed 0.016 0.019 180°33'26" 9753.687 127.214
FLCYNBASE 83 Fixed 0.023 0.025 179°43'30"
9559.727 126.301
FLCYNBASE 104 Fixed 0.020 0.020 179°41'46" 9568.540 134.946
FLCYNBASE 103 Fixed 0.023 0.022 180°32'37"
9569.028 103.677
FLCYNBASE 102 Fixed 0.016 0.021 181°44'29" 9564.682 114.890
FLCYNBASE 101 Fixed 0.014 0.022 182°57'47"
10407.696 88.835
FLCYNBASE 100 Fixed 0.013 0.023 184°05'47" 9590.285 93.996
FLCYNBASE 15 Fixed 0.013 0.030 184°53'52"
10454.079 68.560
FLCYNBASE 14 Fixed 0.014 0.030 186°00'06" 10436.440 78.583
FLCYNBASE 13 Fixed 0.015 0.028 187°05'36"
10521.501 51.068
FLCYNBASE 12 Fixed 0.017 0.029 188°11'49" 10483.459 59.926
FLCYNBASE 11 Fixed 0.023 0.036 189°12'40"
10577.782 34.190
FLCYNBASE 10 Fixed 0.019 0.025 190°17'04" 10544.920 42.113
FLCYNBASE 9 Fixed 0.018 0.023 191°20'10"
10344.592 43.922
FLCYNBASE 30 Fixed 0.017 0.023 191°30'18" 10404.795 35.054
FLCYNBASE 31 Fixed 0.017 0.026 190°25'24"
10281.428 60.824
FLCYNBASE 32 Fixed 0.019 0.027 189°22'36" 10327.941 51.583
FLCYNBASE 33 Fixed 0.016 0.023 188°12'58"
10225.867 77.700
FLCYNBASE 34 Fixed 0.019 0.024 187°09'31" 10260.562 68.901
FLCYNBASE 35 Fixed 0.019 0.023 186°03'58"
9764.193 115.247
FLCYNBASE 36 Fixed 0.019 0.022 184°56'01" 10198.257 88.087
FLCYNBASE 81 Fixed 0.016 0.022 181°42'13"
9839.078 31.848
FLCYNBASE 74 Fixed 0.016 0.027 189°48'58" 9924.337 49.904
FLCYNBASE 93 Fixed 0.042 0.075 192°05'05"
10003.694 86.556
FLCYNBASE 73 Fixed 0.023 0.035 190°57'31" 9971.158 40.275
FLCYNBASE 57 Fixed 0.027 0.041 185°07'36"
10044.308 68.440
FLCYNBASE 56 Fixed 0.019 0.029 186°17'14" 10023.575 76.989
FLCYNBASE 55 Fixed 0.016 0.023 187°20'46"
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Table 2. (Cont.)
Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
248 (B233)
FLCYNBASE --- 212 
(B151)
FLCYNBASE --- 214 
(B153)
FLCYNBASE --- 207 
(B154)
FLCYNBASE --- 206 
(B155)
FLCYNBASE --- 205 
(B156)
FLCYNBASE --- 204 
(B157)
FLCYNBASE --- 202 
(B159)
FLCYNBASE --- 183 
(B160)
FLCYNBASE --- 184 
(B161)
FLCYNBASE --- 185 
(B162)
FLCYNBASE --- 186 
(B163)
FLCYNBASE --- 187 
(B164)
FLCYNBASE --- 189 
(B166)
FLCYNBASE --- 190 
(B167)
FLCYNBASE --- 191 
(B168)
FLCYNBASE --- 177 
(B169)
FLCYNBASE --- 176 
(B170)
FLCYNBASE --- 175 
(B171)
FLCYNBASE --- 174 
(B172)
FLCYNBASE --- 173 
(B173)
FLCYNBASE --- 172 
(B174)
FLCYNBASE --- 171 
(B175)
FLCYNBASE --- 170 
(B176)
FLCYNBASE --- 169 
(B177)
FLCYNBASE --- 150 
(B179)
FLCYNBASE --- 149 
(B180)
FLCYNBASE --- 148 
(B181)
FLCYNBASE --- 147 
(B182)
FLCYNBASE --- 145 
(B184)
FLCYNBASE --- 144 
(B185)
FLCYNBASE --- 146 
(B183)
FLCYNBASE --- 188 
(B165)
FLCYNBASE --- 151 
(B178)
FLCYNBASE --- 213 
(B152)
FLCYNBASE --- 203 
(B158)
FLCYNBASE --- 127 
(B215)
133 (B198)
134 (B199)
135 (B200)
136 (B201)
8975.997 110.081
FLCYNBASE 136 Fixed 0.017 0.028 180°41'48" 8955.339 123.406
FLCYNBASE 135 Fixed 0.022 0.035 181°58'10"
8993.190 90.474
FLCYNBASE 134 Fixed 0.018 0.025 183°12'52" 8982.051 100.001
FLCYNBASE 133 Fixed 0.021 0.024 184°28'21"
7460.163 63.386
FLCYNBASE 127 Fixed 0.020 0.022 191°54'27" 9171.201 39.218
FLCYNBASE 203 Fixed 0.017 0.022 188°38'22"
8777.241 97.242
FLCYNBASE 213 Fixed 0.027 0.033 184°14'27" 7182.244 97.434
FLCYNBASE 151 Fixed 0.018 0.026 183°18'17"
8882.133 51.428
FLCYNBASE 188 Fixed 0.014 0.022 185°11'17" 8003.842 79.120
FLCYNBASE 146 Fixed 0.020 0.029 189°39'37"
8879.121 42.675
FLCYNBASE 144 Fixed 0.029 0.032 192°10'06" 9002.150 33.382
FLCYNBASE 145 Fixed 0.015 0.021 190°59'35"
8824.786 69.293
FLCYNBASE 147 Fixed 0.025 0.043 188°25'26" 8862.399 63.028
FLCYNBASE 148 Fixed 0.018 0.032 187°17'38"
8788.924 90.268
FLCYNBASE 149 Fixed 0.022 0.041 185°49'42" 8820.082 83.357
FLCYNBASE 150 Fixed 0.018 0.027 184°30'59"
8304.834 35.022
FLCYNBASE 169 Fixed 0.026 0.044 191°51'37" 8355.236 26.118
FLCYNBASE 170 Fixed 0.023 0.041 190°27'29"
8252.597 59.487
FLCYNBASE 171 Fixed 0.019 0.036 189°02'11" 8276.656 51.720
FLCYNBASE 172 Fixed 0.014 0.025 187°49'57"
8187.255 88.077
FLCYNBASE 173 Fixed 0.013 0.022 186°20'48" 8214.280 74.598
FLCYNBASE 174 Fixed 0.016 0.023 184°55'20"
8163.604 103.786
FLCYNBASE 175 Fixed 0.019 0.026 183°30'42" 8190.840 94.910
FLCYNBASE 176 Fixed 0.018 0.020 182°08'51"
7967.878 116.479
FLCYNBASE 177 Fixed 0.022 0.021 180°47'24" 8178.993 115.894
FLCYNBASE 191 Fixed 0.022 0.021 180°44'13"
7970.285 89.948
FLCYNBASE 190 Fixed 0.019 0.021 182°19'26" 7965.847 101.412
FLCYNBASE 189 Fixed 0.027 0.036 183°44'48"
8043.525 60.409
FLCYNBASE 187 Fixed 0.014 0.024 186°34'21" 8024.108 68.756
FLCYNBASE 186 Fixed 0.012 0.027 188°00'36"
8121.337 39.297
FLCYNBASE 185 Fixed 0.013 0.028 189°23'31" 8080.317 51.915
FLCYNBASE 184 Fixed 0.013 0.028 190°42'08"
7494.018 49.829
FLCYNBASE 183 Fixed 0.014 0.026 192°11'49" 8161.410 30.632
FLCYNBASE 202 Fixed 0.029 0.044 190°07'38"
7387.753 81.068
FLCYNBASE 204 Fixed 0.016 0.022 187°04'41" 7422.112 74.826
FLCYNBASE 205 Fixed 0.016 0.023 185°37'49"
7359.104 101.282
FLCYNBASE 206 Fixed 0.017 0.025 184°05'49" 7381.653 91.895
FLCYNBASE 207 Fixed 0.018 0.027 182°26'24"
7198.739 86.478
FLCYNBASE 214 Fixed 0.020 0.029 182°39'14" 7171.483 106.721
FLCYNBASE 212 Fixed 0.018 0.022 185°51'34"
FLCYNBASE 248 Fixed 0.011 0.014 279°33'46" 2471.523 -38.968
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Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
153 (B202)
152 (B203)
215 (B204)
216 (B205)
219 (B206)
222 (B207)
225 (B208)
224 (B209)
223 (B193)
217 (B194)
218 (B195)
220 (B196)
221 (B197)
FLCYNBASE --- 128 
(B214)
FLCYNBASE --- 129 
(B213)
FLCYNBASE --- 130 
(B212)
FLCYNBASE --- 131 
(B211)
FLCYNBASE --- 132 
(B210)
FLCYNBASE --- 229 
(B192)
FLCYNBASE --- 230 
(B191)
FLCYNBASE --- 227 
(B190)
FLCYNBASE --- 226 
(B189)
FLCYNBASE --- 231 
(B187)
FLCYNBASE --- 232 
(B186)
FLCYNBASE --- 228 
(B188)
268 (B234)
274 (B235)
280 (B236)
279 (B237)
273 (B238)
267 (B239)
251 (B240)
252 (B241)
253 (B242)
254 (B243)
255 (B244)
256 (B245)
262 (B246)
261 (B247)
260 (B248)
259 (B249) 2392.607 -36.264FLCYNBASE 259 Fixed 0.008 0.016 299°48'24"
1741.725 -31.490
FLCYNBASE 260 Fixed 0.017 0.033 306°45'48" 2053.218 -35.015
FLCYNBASE 261 Fixed 0.011 0.018 314°18'46"
1190.928 -27.470
FLCYNBASE 262 Fixed 0.007 0.011 325°20'07" 1492.343 -31.416
FLCYNBASE 256 Fixed 0.006 0.009 314°22'49"
1836.816 -34.256
FLCYNBASE 255 Fixed 0.006 0.009 303°28'37" 1502.217 -29.440
FLCYNBASE 254 Fixed 0.008 0.012 297°28'49"
2567.405 -34.351
FLCYNBASE 253 Fixed 0.008 0.013 291°48'51" 2207.110 -35.650
FLCYNBASE 252 Fixed 0.009 0.014 288°36'25"
2074.697 -29.946
FLCYNBASE 251 Fixed 0.010 0.015 285°52'44" 2952.094 -38.681
FLCYNBASE 267 Fixed 0.009 0.012 322°28'25"
2737.564 -40.310
FLCYNBASE 273 Fixed 0.010 0.015 328°16'59" 2390.881 -36.213
FLCYNBASE 279 Fixed 0.023 0.034 332°39'05"
2204.165 -35.234
FLCYNBASE 280 Fixed 0.013 0.020 340°33'09" 2580.382 -37.111
FLCYNBASE 274 Fixed 0.011 0.018 337°07'31"
3222.902 -31.864
FLCYNBASE 268 Fixed 0.011 0.021 332°36'28" 1839.305 -32.507
FLCYNBASE 228 Fixed 0.010 0.015 240°20'44"
3047.992 -34.520
FLCYNBASE 232 Fixed 0.010 0.015 243°54'58" 2687.078 -31.789
FLCYNBASE 231 Fixed 0.009 0.014 247°06'11"
3130.797 -25.387
FLCYNBASE 226 Fixed 0.017 0.025 234°36'16" 3430.978 -29.728
FLCYNBASE 227 Fixed 0.011 0.015 230°37'22"
2881.536 -27.613
FLCYNBASE 230 Fixed 0.011 0.017 231°56'13" 2558.352 -19.925
FLCYNBASE 229 Fixed 0.014 0.022 236°34'51"
9034.401 76.296
FLCYNBASE 132 Fixed 0.017 0.025 185°45'02" 9011.957 83.034
FLCYNBASE 131 Fixed 0.019 0.028 187°02'01"
9108.353 58.370
FLCYNBASE 130 Fixed 0.021 0.031 188°16'23" 9056.860 65.259
FLCYNBASE 129 Fixed 0.022 0.028 189°30'26"
3069.558 44.107
FLCYNBASE 128 Fixed 0.019 0.024 190°43'54" 9141.169 48.342
FLCYNBASE 221 Fixed 0.011 0.019 194°47'08"
3450.704 53.803
FLCYNBASE 220 Fixed 0.010 0.018 201°48'01" 3202.398 24.911
FLCYNBASE 218 Fixed 0.017 0.031 193°03'23"
2832.143 16.463
FLCYNBASE 217 Fixed 0.009 0.016 199°18'02" 3577.504 30.450
FLCYNBASE 223 Fixed 0.008 0.012 204°53'51"
2585.988 58.509
FLCYNBASE 224 Fixed 0.012 0.013 197°13'39" 2671.551 36.458
FLCYNBASE 225 Fixed 0.012 0.014 188°30'28"
3380.334 82.382
FLCYNBASE 222 Fixed 0.013 0.015 188°37'49" 2998.144 62.789
FLCYNBASE 219 Fixed 0.013 0.016 186°24'51"
3944.240 33.622
FLCYNBASE 216 Fixed 0.013 0.019 191°45'34" 3840.768 56.398
FLCYNBASE 215 Fixed 0.011 0.019 197°25'35"
8764.716 123.785
FLCYNBASE 152 Fixed 0.013 0.030 181°54'52" 8766.665 110.383
FLCYNBASE 153 Fixed 0.015 0.030 180°38'48"
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Observation Ellipsoid 
Dist.
ΔHeight
(Meter)
From To Solution Type H. Prec.
(Meter)
V. Prec.
(Meter)
Geodetic 
Az.
FLCYNBASE --- 233 
(B217)
FLCYNBASE --- 238 
(B219)
FLCYNBASE --- 237 
(B220)
FLCYNBASE --- 236 
(B221)
FLCYNBASE --- 239 
(B223)
FLCYNBASE --- 240 
(B224)
FLCYNBASE --- 242 
(B226)
FLCYNBASE --- 246 
(B227)
FLCYNBASE --- 17 
(B124)
FLCYNBASE --- 234 
(B218)
FLCYNBASE --- 241 
(B225)
FLCYNBASE --- 257 
(B263)
FLCYNBASE --- 263 
(B262)
FLCYNBASE --- 264 
(B261)
FLCYNBASE --- 265 
(B260)
FLCYNBASE --- 266 
(B259)
FLCYNBASE --- 272 
(B258)
FLCYNBASE --- 278 
(B257)
FLCYNBASE --- 277 
(B256)
FLCYNBASE --- 271 
(B255)
FLCYNBASE --- 270 
(B254)
FLCYNBASE --- 276 
(B253)
FLCYNBASE --- 269 
(B251)
FLCYNBASE --- 258 
(B250)
FLCYNBASE --- 275 
(B252)
FLCYNBASE --- 249 
(B216)
FLCYNBASE --- 235 
(B222)
2076.093 -35.558
FLCYNBASE 235 Fixed 0.010 0.015 254°19'14" 2925.365 -37.259
FLCYNBASE 249 Fixed 0.012 0.015 282°04'06"
2736.367 -34.839
FLCYNBASE 275 Fixed 0.026 0.028 310°04'36" 3738.128 -42.780
FLCYNBASE 258 Fixed 0.016 0.017 296°17'25"
3445.082 -43.414
FLCYNBASE 269 Fixed 0.015 0.015 305°03'52" 3488.578 -44.076
FLCYNBASE 276 Fixed 0.026 0.033 314°26'08"
2885.144 -34.093
FLCYNBASE 270 Fixed 0.012 0.017 309°24'34" 3174.199 -39.754
FLCYNBASE 271 Fixed 0.013 0.024 314°37'55"
2939.437 -41.079
FLCYNBASE 277 Fixed 0.008 0.017 319°37'17" 3179.132 -41.149
FLCYNBASE 278 Fixed 0.008 0.017 325°39'03"
2316.243 -35.500
FLCYNBASE 272 Fixed 0.023 0.041 320°43'25" 2617.817 -35.781
FLCYNBASE 266 Fixed 0.014 0.023 314°31'22"
2935.250 -39.936
FLCYNBASE 265 Fixed 0.016 0.025 308°16'29" 2609.919 -36.039
FLCYNBASE 264 Fixed 0.012 0.017 303°19'55"
3084.676 -39.128
FLCYNBASE 263 Fixed 0.012 0.014 299°24'55" 3271.274 -40.945
FLCYNBASE 257 Fixed 0.012 0.015 292°59'42"
1999.052 -14.542
FLCYNBASE 241 Fixed 0.010 0.022 259°25'10" 2067.679 -32.905
FLCYNBASE 234 Fixed 0.013 0.015 233°50'53"
1624.339 -29.881
FLCYNBASE 17 Fixed 0.016 0.026 182°35'56" 10362.373 111.857
FLCYNBASE 246 Fixed 0.007 0.014 270°48'47"
2458.599 -36.830
FLCYNBASE 242 Fixed 0.006 0.014 256°58'14" 1667.131 -24.773
FLCYNBASE 240 Fixed 0.017 0.035 260°58'16"
2538.178 -34.701
FLCYNBASE 239 Fixed 0.011 0.019 262°03'35" 2859.511 -38.988
FLCYNBASE 236 Fixed 0.010 0.015 251°45'17"
1797.262 -21.074
FLCYNBASE 237 Fixed 0.014 0.021 248°59'07" 2158.961 -29.146
FLCYNBASE 238 Fixed 0.024 0.034 244°18'43"
FLCYNBASE 233 Fixed 0.020 0.025 239°39'00" 2333.794 -24.640
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Gravity Data
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Table 3.  Gravity Data
Station Easting    (m)
Northing    
(m)
Elevation 
(m)
Free Air 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
Simple 
Bouguer 
Anomaly   
rho = 2.67 
(mGal)
Terrain 
Correction 
(mGal)
Complete 
Bouguer 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
1 389800.90 4483202.71 1289.35 -72.05 -215.23 2.09 -213.14
2 390000.91 4483195.61 1296.92 -71.11 -215.14 1.58 -213.56
3 390201.13 4483201.94 1305.59 -69.89 -214.89 1.26 -213.63
4 390397.45 4483201.77 1317.55 -69.15 -215.50 1.01 -214.49
5 390604.75 4483199.63 1323.03 -69.08 -216.04 1.43 -214.61
6 390796.15 4483203.65 1326.15 -68.72 -216.04 2.09 -213.95
7 391013.45 4483210.94 1330.28 -68.21 -216.00 2.11 -213.89
8 391196.45 4483191.85 1333.62 -67.52 -215.68 2.32 -213.36
9 391399.54 4483214.12 1339.66 -66.26 -215.10 2.49 -212.61
10 391596.00 4483207.25 1347.56 -64.82 -214.55 2.53 -212.02
11 391794.21 4483194.11 1356.52 -62.77 -213.51 2.54 -210.97
12 391983.76 4483200.88 1365.36 -58.33 -210.06 2.54 -207.52
13 392187.47 4483200.27 1373.98 -57.58 -210.29 2.67 -207.63
14 392387.06 4483192.25 1384.00 -54.98 -208.82 2.67 -206.14
15 392589.73 4483198.91 1394.24 -52.64 -207.63 2.82 -204.81
16 392797.92 4483191.70 1405.52 -50.55 -206.81 2.83 -203.98
17 393008.58 4483210.90 1417.30 -48.45 -206.03 2.93 -203.10
18 393008.58 4483210.90 1417.30 -50.16 -207.75 2.93 -204.82
22 389799.91 4483398.41 1288.87 -71.80 -214.92 2.03 -212.89
23 389999.08 4483400.52 1290.01 -71.03 -214.27 2.19 -212.08
24 390204.50 4483405.92 1297.33 -69.86 -213.93 1.87 -212.06
25 390399.99 4483403.00 1304.29 -69.90 -214.76 1.79 -212.97
26 390599.36 4483400.23 1318.35 -68.74 -215.18 1.18 -214.01
27 390799.88 4483401.95 1326.93 -68.35 -215.76 1.14 -214.62
28 390998.78 4483403.10 1329.12 -67.88 -215.54 1.53 -214.01
29 391205.94 4483390.27 1331.91 -66.19 -214.16 2.09 -212.07
30 391405.97 4483389.69 1340.52 -65.84 -214.78 2.37 -212.41
31 391609.95 4483408.63 1349.38 -64.40 -214.33 2.39 -211.95
32 391798.50 4483389.89 1357.03 -62.69 -213.49 2.44 -211.04
33 392012.04 4483400.89 1366.26 -60.05 -211.89 2.56 -209.33
34 392202.54 4483393.49 1374.32 -57.49 -210.23 2.63 -207.61
35 392400.66 4483402.64 1383.12 -54.91 -208.65 2.79 -205.85
36 392604.24 4483407.88 1393.49 -52.52 -207.43 2.87 -204.56
43 389798.58 4483601.40 1288.68 -71.53 -214.63 1.99 -212.65
44 390001.55 4483602.79 1290.46 -70.28 -213.58 2.07 -211.51
45 390152.11 4483611.80 1291.70 -69.73 -213.17 2.19 -210.98
46 390398.86 4483600.24 1300.64 -69.34 -213.79 2.13 -211.66
47 390596.99 4483597.71 1306.48 -69.06 -214.17 2.21 -211.96
48 390797.92 4483605.26 1314.43 -68.99 -214.99 2.11 -212.89
49 391005.78 4483603.42 1323.33 -68.01 -215.01 2.01 -213.00
50 391191.28 4483592.55 1329.17 -67.24 -214.91 2.19 -212.72
51 391416.63 4483596.76 1340.78 -65.80 -214.77 2.31 -212.46
52 391598.03 4483604.17 1347.96 -64.72 -214.49 2.32 -212.17
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Table 3.  (Cont.)
Station Easting    (m)
Northing    
(m)
Elevation 
(m)
Free Air 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
Simple 
Bouguer 
Anomaly   
rho = 2.67 
(mGal)
Terrain 
Correction 
(mGal)
Complete 
Bouguer 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
53 391801.30 4483594.05 1356.79 -62.89 -213.66 2.37 -211.28
54 391995.36 4483607.00 1365.12 -60.54 -212.25 2.46 -209.79
55 392201.17 4483613.06 1373.92 -57.76 -210.46 2.69 -207.77
56 392387.66 4483608.97 1382.41 -55.21 -208.87 2.78 -206.09
57 392591.38 4483605.68 1392.00 -52.73 -207.47 2.86 -204.62
58 392794.72 4483592.43 1401.95 -50.65 -206.51 3.00 -203.50
64 389799.94 4483801.13 1288.28 -71.24 -214.29 1.96 -212.33
65 390001.10 4483798.99 1290.09 -70.01 -213.27 2.04 -211.23
66 390191.24 4483804.56 1293.64 -68.94 -212.60 1.98 -210.62
67 390398.91 4483800.55 1301.06 -68.64 -213.13 2.08 -211.06
68 390599.72 4483799.81 1306.72 -68.52 -213.65 2.23 -211.42
69 390795.81 4483800.84 1313.47 -69.50 -215.40 2.41 -212.99
70 390996.13 4483804.33 1320.48 -69.04 -215.73 2.47 -213.26
71 391197.74 4483801.17 1328.80 -67.72 -215.35 2.52 -212.82
72 391416.37 4483801.46 1338.08 -65.76 -214.43 2.69 -211.74
73 391592.60 4483794.24 1345.79 -64.76 -214.29 2.59 -211.70
74 391796.23 4483801.62 1355.36 -63.06 -213.67 2.66 -211.01
75 391990.10 4483812.73 1363.17 -60.90 -212.39 3.00 -209.39
76 392201.58 4483796.55 1374.39 -57.71 -210.47 3.00 -207.47
77 392409.95 4483801.33 1382.63 -54.90 -208.58 3.10 -205.49
78 392600.01 4483803.06 1391.65 -52.61 -207.30 2.97 -204.33
79 392797.32 4483798.43 1400.40 -50.68 -206.36 3.19 -203.17
80 392998.90 4483797.30 1410.08 -49.00 -205.78 3.24 -202.53
81 393196.54 4483799.98 1420.65 -47.21 -205.17 3.46 -201.71
82 393391.98 4483803.85 1432.56 -44.62 -203.92 3.59 -200.33
83 393533.50 4483787.52 1442.26 -44.32 -204.72 3.69 -201.02
85 389801.13 4484000.56 1287.50 -71.28 -214.25 1.89 -212.36
86 389998.83 4483997.00 1289.92 -69.90 -213.15 1.79 -211.36
87 390200.22 4483999.93 1293.17 -68.55 -212.15 1.94 -210.21
88 390399.26 4484000.46 1299.10 -67.89 -212.16 2.09 -210.07
89 390597.98 4484000.92 1306.00 -67.98 -213.03 2.07 -210.96
90 390804.57 4483997.56 1313.22 -68.91 -214.78 2.11 -212.67
91 391003.53 4484005.39 1320.83 -68.59 -215.31 2.34 -212.97
92 391194.48 4484004.74 1328.89 -67.87 -215.50 2.41 -213.10
93 391430.67 4483964.81 1337.37 -65.52 -214.11 2.80 -211.30
94 391603.98 4484002.58 1344.99 -64.86 -214.31 2.71 -211.60
95 391798.18 4483999.22 1354.90 -63.30 -213.86 2.74 -211.12
96 391997.45 4483993.63 1366.47 -60.85 -212.71 2.61 -210.10
97 392197.20 4484013.08 1375.39 -57.97 -210.84 2.62 -208.22
98 392401.27 4484002.42 1383.26 -55.09 -208.85 2.78 -206.07
99 392593.39 4484000.94 1389.23 -53.01 -207.44 3.21 -204.23
100 392804.63 4483999.63 1399.37 -50.81 -206.37 3.26 -203.11
101 392995.14 4484006.46 1409.04 -49.14 -205.80 3.29 -202.51
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Table 3.  (Cont.)
Station Easting    (m)
Northing    
(m)
Elevation 
(m)
Free Air 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
Simple 
Bouguer 
Anomaly   
rho = 2.67 
(mGal)
Terrain 
Correction 
(mGal)
Complete 
Bouguer 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
102 393198.98 4483999.53 1420.24 -47.32 -205.24 3.32 -201.91
103 393398.88 4483997.65 1431.63 -45.67 -204.87 3.38 -201.49
104 393540.17 4483986.53 1440.27 -44.49 -204.66 3.36 -201.30
106 390198.00 4484200.11 1291.38 -68.41 -211.82 1.71 -210.11
107 390398.56 4484198.65 1297.40 -65.58 -209.67 1.91 -207.75
108 390600.13 4484200.83 1301.26 -66.71 -211.23 2.37 -208.86
109 390799.70 4484197.00 1311.25 -67.71 -213.35 2.09 -211.26
110 390975.63 4484206.99 1319.03 -67.46 -213.99 2.05 -211.94
111 391137.81 4484215.17 1325.30 -67.38 -214.60 2.13 -212.47
112 391307.19 4484178.02 1334.16 -66.30 -214.53 2.52 -212.01
113 390183.50 4484343.72 1286.95 -68.86 -211.77 2.30 -209.46
114 390404.35 4484386.55 1295.89 -66.09 -210.00 2.12 -207.88
115 390600.12 4484399.19 1300.27 -65.27 -209.68 2.32 -207.36
116 390800.01 4484400.16 1308.86 -65.54 -210.91 2.12 -208.79
117 391001.20 4484400.49 1316.57 -66.64 -212.89 1.94 -210.94
118 391164.82 4484406.40 1325.36 -66.98 -214.21 1.68 -212.53
119 391326.28 4484399.55 1333.14 -66.41 -214.52 2.00 -212.52
120 390199.92 4484599.90 1290.51 -67.41 -210.72 1.89 -208.83
121 390400.07 4484598.71 1295.06 -66.73 -210.55 2.00 -208.55
122 390597.53 4484601.30 1300.40 -65.21 -209.63 2.31 -207.32
123 390812.63 4484607.93 1305.19 -64.50 -209.46 2.54 -206.92
124 391003.49 4484622.80 1310.17 -64.56 -210.09 2.65 -207.43
125 391174.42 4484601.48 1318.15 -66.46 -212.88 2.50 -210.38
126 391344.86 4484610.11 1330.63 -65.57 -213.40 2.01 -211.39
127 391606.19 4484608.76 1344.73 -63.79 -213.21 1.96 -211.24
128 391796.16 4484598.62 1353.84 -62.65 -213.09 2.12 -210.97
129 391993.80 4484593.84 1363.84 -61.18 -212.75 2.38 -210.37
130 392195.24 4484611.62 1370.72 -59.38 -211.72 2.41 -209.32
131 392392.04 4484605.00 1381.76 -56.18 -209.76 2.42 -207.34
132 392595.29 4484601.91 1388.49 -53.62 -207.96 2.73 -205.24
133 392797.39 4484600.05 1395.96 -51.67 -206.85 3.21 -203.64
134 392994.97 4484595.11 1405.47 -49.81 -206.07 3.14 -202.93
135 393190.03 4484589.56 1415.54 -48.12 -205.51 3.33 -202.18
136 393389.77 4484602.73 1428.85 -46.31 -205.20 3.45 -201.74
137 390198.96 4484799.69 1289.93 -69.30 -212.54 1.67 -210.87
138 390398.82 4484801.51 1294.20 -67.11 -210.84 1.92 -208.92
139 390599.77 4484801.49 1300.22 -65.42 -209.82 2.25 -207.58
140 390797.34 4484800.62 1305.65 -64.44 -209.46 2.33 -207.12
141 390996.77 4484798.45 1311.83 -63.81 -209.52 2.40 -207.12
142 391197.41 4484799.80 1319.21 -63.90 -210.45 2.43 -208.02
143 391360.99 4484795.18 1327.08 -64.62 -212.05 2.23 -209.83
144 391604.00 4484782.93 1338.93 -63.49 -212.25 1.95 -210.30
145 391810.12 4484863.37 1348.17 -62.32 -212.12 2.20 -209.92
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Table 3.  (Cont.)
Station Easting    (m)
Northing    
(m)
Elevation 
(m)
Free Air 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
Simple 
Bouguer 
Anomaly   
rho = 2.67 
(mGal)
Terrain 
Correction 
(mGal)
Complete 
Bouguer 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
146 392012.17 4484820.50 1356.91 -61.26 -212.05 2.69 -209.36
147 392204.15 4484807.17 1368.52 -59.29 -211.39 2.39 -208.99
148 392382.19 4484818.02 1374.77 -57.16 -209.96 2.37 -207.59
149 392606.50 4484793.72 1388.80 -53.56 -207.94 2.38 -205.56
150 392810.22 4484803.67 1396.66 -51.53 -206.79 3.05 -203.74
151 392996.23 4484800.01 1402.66 -50.13 -206.07 3.38 -202.69
152 393208.59 4484798.19 1415.84 -48.10 -205.52 3.20 -202.32
153 393402.42 4484793.04 1429.23 -46.21 -205.14 3.30 -201.83
154 390558.50 4485002.67 1299.13 -65.92 -210.20 1.98 -208.22
155 390805.33 4484999.94 1305.55 -64.29 -209.30 2.20 -207.09
156 391000.17 4485006.14 1311.53 -63.21 -208.89 2.19 -206.70
157 391208.36 4485002.94 1318.09 -62.71 -209.12 2.17 -206.96
158 391378.66 4485008.00 1323.05 -62.76 -209.74 2.16 -207.58
159 390592.90 4485189.96 1298.30 -66.52 -210.71 2.27 -208.44
160 390806.80 4485197.23 1303.17 -64.93 -209.67 2.35 -207.31
161 390994.86 4485205.02 1308.23 -63.71 -209.01 2.38 -206.64
162 391191.31 4485202.99 1313.34 -62.81 -208.69 2.48 -206.21
163 391389.68 4485198.81 1317.53 -62.38 -208.73 2.80 -205.93
164 390600.57 4485404.82 1298.45 -67.03 -211.23 2.17 -209.07
165 390806.07 4485397.56 1302.24 -65.11 -209.75 2.46 -207.28
166 390991.81 4485400.37 1307.19 -63.75 -208.94 2.56 -206.38
167 391201.42 4485400.89 1312.81 -62.46 -208.28 2.71 -205.58
168 391411.21 4485407.40 1319.42 -61.53 -208.10 2.81 -205.29
169 391793.76 4485402.83 1331.61 -60.45 -208.40 3.09 -205.31
170 392003.57 4485409.84 1340.47 -59.94 -208.89 3.22 -205.67
171 392210.93 4485399.82 1357.14 -58.24 -209.06 2.63 -206.43
172 392386.13 4485395.65 1364.93 -57.03 -208.73 2.98 -205.75
173 392602.82 4485404.24 1380.04 -54.18 -207.58 2.56 -205.01
174 392808.41 4485408.16 1393.48 -51.63 -206.54 2.40 -204.14
175 393008.86 4485386.92 1400.32 -50.08 -205.76 2.83 -202.93
176 393204.85 4485401.72 1409.18 -48.45 -205.12 3.18 -201.95
177 393397.60 4485378.63 1421.26 -46.66 -204.70 3.46 -201.23
178 390598.38 4485603.22 1297.44 -67.65 -211.75 2.12 -209.62
179 390802.66 4485588.71 1303.02 -65.71 -210.44 2.34 -208.10
180 391001.65 4485598.25 1308.84 -64.03 -209.41 2.44 -206.97
181 391195.69 4485608.05 1315.09 -62.53 -208.62 2.49 -206.13
182 391394.68 4485601.52 1321.44 -61.24 -208.03 2.62 -205.42
183 391789.54 4485602.55 1336.09 -60.56 -209.01 2.69 -206.31
184 392005.55 4485596.59 1344.74 -58.96 -208.38 2.86 -205.52
185 392195.18 4485601.95 1357.34 -57.12 -207.96 2.47 -205.50
186 392392.96 4485606.08 1365.83 -55.68 -207.48 2.76 -204.72
187 392595.18 4485596.87 1374.17 -53.93 -206.67 3.06 -203.61
188 392789.81 4485594.42 1384.52 -52.14 -206.04 3.16 -202.88
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Table 3.  (Cont.)
Station Easting    (m)
Northing    
(m)
Elevation 
(m)
Free Air 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
Simple 
Bouguer 
Anomaly   
rho = 2.67 
(mGal)
Terrain 
Correction 
(mGal)
Complete 
Bouguer 
Anomaly 
(mGal)
189 392992.93 4485609.32 1395.33 -50.38 -205.50 3.41 -202.09
190 393190.58 4485600.46 1406.79 -48.53 -204.94 3.55 -201.39
191 393410.89 4485589.40 1421.84 -46.23 -204.33 3.65 -200.69
192 390602.33 4485800.54 1296.62 -67.88 -211.88 2.19 -209.68
193 390801.66 4485795.69 1303.42 -65.93 -210.70 2.42 -208.28
194 390997.98 4485795.90 1309.96 -64.18 -209.68 2.49 -207.19
195 391207.43 4485799.68 1316.38 -62.57 -208.79 2.56 -206.23
196 391393.73 4485799.81 1322.62 -61.32 -208.25 2.67 -205.58
197 390599.75 4486004.18 1297.09 -68.05 -212.11 2.17 -209.94
198 390790.81 4486000.83 1304.14 -66.28 -211.13 2.35 -208.78
199 391008.86 4486000.83 1311.10 -64.23 -209.87 2.77 -207.10
200 391195.80 4486001.83 1317.47 -62.72 -209.07 2.74 -206.33
201 391401.88 4486005.65 1324.26 -61.16 -208.28 2.79 -205.48
202 392204.52 4486196.46 1355.27 -56.26 -206.87 3.54 -203.33
203 392401.53 4486195.39 1368.81 -54.09 -206.22 3.06 -203.16
204 392607.68 4486202.41 1380.24 -52.10 -205.51 3.44 -202.08
205 392797.56 4486213.15 1386.47 -50.80 -204.92 3.94 -200.99
206 392994.78 4486199.66 1397.29 -49.08 -204.42 3.84 -200.58
207 393208.92 4486206.96 1406.66 -47.37 -203.77 4.27 -199.49
208 391995.44 4486410.01 1354.14 -56.31 -206.79 2.86 -203.93
209 392201.39 4486396.46 1361.94 -55.14 -206.50 3.09 -203.40
210 392402.44 4486394.61 1370.46 -53.85 -206.16 3.33 -202.83
211 392610.35 4486401.15 1389.52 -51.01 -205.47 2.68 -202.79
212 392790.21 4486404.21 1391.88 -50.01 -204.74 3.68 -201.06
213 392993.90 4486399.85 1402.82 -48.24 -204.19 3.90 -200.30
214 393192.87 4486395.81 1412.09 -46.55 -203.55 4.25 -199.30
215 392391.80 4489807.61 1339.08 -56.75 -205.54 2.53 -203.01
216 392790.17 4489804.98 1361.84 -53.05 -204.40 2.82 -201.59
217 392396.10 4490194.26 1335.91 -57.58 -206.02 2.40 -203.61
218 392799.07 4490203.45 1359.24 -53.64 -204.70 2.37 -202.33
219 393200.87 4490200.04 1387.80 -49.40 -203.67 2.35 -201.33
220 392395.02 4490597.27 1330.37 -58.95 -206.76 2.31 -204.45
221 392800.87 4490596.94 1349.55 -55.31 -205.28 2.62 -202.66
222 393134.27 4490595.90 1368.21 -52.12 -204.19 2.77 -201.42
223 392397.74 4491001.62 1321.92 -60.51 -207.37 2.42 -204.95
224 392798.95 4491013.12 1341.90 -56.82 -205.93 2.41 -203.52
225 393207.36 4491001.46 1363.93 -52.86 -204.45 2.88 -201.57
226 390801.59 4491605.74 1275.79 -73.11 -214.77 1.98 -212.80
227 391178.25 4491601.39 1280.11 -71.13 -213.28 2.14 -211.15
228 390803.24 4491998.38 1273.63 -74.33 -215.75 1.94 -213.81
229 391198.88 4492000.27 1277.88 -72.10 -214.00 1.97 -212.04
230 391589.73 4492004.40 1285.54 -70.46 -213.22 1.93 -211.29
231 390802.03 4492407.01 1270.98 -75.52 -216.64 1.93 -214.71
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232 391196.37 4492405.81 1273.67 -73.44 -214.86 2.07 -212.79
233 391595.57 4492402.65 1280.78 -71.17 -213.39 2.01 -211.38
234 391995.25 4492396.87 1290.85 -68.84 -212.20 1.90 -210.30
235 390798.87 4492802.59 1268.20 -76.30 -217.11 2.03 -215.08
236 391204.61 4492792.72 1270.74 -74.55 -215.65 2.04 -213.61
237 391599.97 4492807.53 1276.28 -72.63 -214.35 2.04 -212.31
238 391995.48 4492797.05 1284.30 -70.78 -213.41 2.12 -211.29
239 390788.95 4493198.25 1266.49 -76.63 -217.25 2.04 -215.21
240 391192.89 4493201.68 1268.64 -75.35 -216.21 2.03 -214.18
241 391588.45 4493202.19 1272.53 -73.98 -215.28 2.11 -213.17
242 391996.67 4493200.16 1280.67 -72.38 -214.60 2.12 -212.48
243 390802.36 4493601.12 1266.09 -77.04 -217.61 1.90 -215.71
244 391201.93 4493598.14 1266.60 -76.13 -216.76 2.03 -214.73
245 391597.06 4493476.72 1269.96 -74.79 -215.80 2.28 -213.52
247 390801.64 4493997.72 1265.42 -77.84 -218.34 1.88 -216.46
248 391195.84 4493997.83 1266.60 -77.11 -217.74 1.97 -215.77
249 391603.00 4494015.49 1270.02 -75.80 -216.82 1.99 -214.83
250 391999.29 4493998.43 1272.56 -74.18 -215.49 2.14 -213.35
251 390799.38 4494400.54 1266.85 -78.52 -219.18 1.67 -217.50
252 391205.65 4494406.24 1271.17 -77.47 -218.62 1.73 -216.89
253 391589.66 4494401.71 1269.85 -76.49 -217.49 1.95 -215.54
254 392009.40 4494423.14 1271.23 -74.74 -215.89 1.98 -213.91
255 392385.55 4494398.81 1276.03 -72.69 -214.39 1.76 -212.63
256 392787.31 4494397.41 1277.98 -70.51 -212.43 1.98 -210.45
257 390804.94 4494797.74 1266.41 -79.17 -219.78 1.65 -218.13
258 391191.14 4494799.18 1270.68 -78.35 -219.43 1.36 -218.07
259 391567.92 4494771.12 1269.24 -77.36 -218.29 1.75 -216.54
260 391999.55 4494804.51 1270.47 -75.92 -216.99 1.94 -215.05
261 392397.83 4494786.68 1273.98 -73.98 -215.44 1.71 -213.74
262 392795.31 4494791.72 1274.03 -72.25 -213.73 1.99 -211.74
263 390800.69 4495199.34 1264.58 -79.75 -220.15 1.79 -218.36
264 391197.00 4495200.52 1265.44 -79.27 -219.76 1.78 -217.99
265 391601.18 4495197.94 1269.47 -78.13 -219.08 1.75 -217.33
266 391997.85 4495200.31 1269.85 -77.14 -218.14 1.87 -216.27
267 392386.47 4495215.43 1275.52 -75.53 -217.17 1.54 -215.63
268 392803.68 4495197.18 1272.94 -73.54 -214.89 1.81 -213.08
269 390799.71 4495597.44 1261.30 -80.52 -220.56 2.09 -218.47
270 391203.45 4495602.06 1265.76 -79.81 -220.34 1.69 -218.65
271 391602.78 4495608.14 1271.40 -78.88 -220.05 1.27 -218.79
272 391998.57 4495601.99 1269.70 -78.04 -219.02 1.56 -217.45
273 392398.83 4495603.63 1269.25 -76.65 -217.59 1.70 -215.89
274 392798.79 4495594.93 1270.21 -74.66 -215.70 1.76 -213.94
275 390800.52 4495999.83 1262.60 -79.83 -220.01 2.07 -217.94
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276 391201.68 4495998.78 1262.09 -80.40 -220.53 2.03 -218.50
277 391602.04 4496002.93 1264.34 -79.56 -219.94 1.86 -218.08
278 392002.99 4496002.25 1264.40 -78.75 -219.13 1.93 -217.20
279 392403.80 4496001.26 1265.15 -77.56 -218.03 1.98 -216.05
280 392802.21 4495997.16 1268.34 -75.75 -216.58 1.87 -214.71
9999 393626.29 4493552.61 1305.40 -60.59 -205.59 1.87 -203.73
RP1 392444.80 4487323.55 1376.49 -49.47 -204.91 1.91 -203.01
RP10 395961.54 4486520.61 1641.13 -19.14 -204.31 13.69 -190.63
RP100 390295.10 4486079.01 1288.17 -67.86 -213.37 0.87 -212.51
RP101 390199.35 4485686.71 1287.80 -68.25 -213.72 0.86 -212.86
RP102 390089.80 4485238.65 1281.03 -68.64 -213.35 0.74 -212.61
RP103 394510.51 4496894.51 1277.03 -64.88 -209.14 1.23 -207.91
RP104 393940.10 4496283.97 1275.17 -67.12 -211.16 0.92 -210.24
RP105 392650.04 4494210.68 1276.32 -68.69 -212.86 0.94 -211.92
RP106 394089.57 4496977.21 1268.68 -69.77 -213.08 0.68 -212.41
RP107 393526.07 4496360.27 1270.10 -70.69 -214.17 0.69 -213.48
RP109 391892.44 4495324.94 1271.17 -74.32 -217.91 0.49 -217.41
RP11 393777.60 4487122.93 1470.69 -35.73 -201.76 3.01 -198.75
RP110 391434.69 4496026.75 1264.17 -76.80 -219.61 0.27 -219.34
RP112 391957.11 4493767.70 1275.96 -71.99 -216.12 0.83 -215.29
RP114 391882.31 4492871.11 1277.24 -69.99 -214.27 0.85 -213.41
RP115 391107.19 4492996.87 1264.36 -74.01 -216.83 0.62 -216.22
RP116 390294.56 4493023.56 1261.41 -76.30 -218.80 0.40 -218.39
RP117 395198.50 4496297.34 1295.62 -56.25 -202.59 1.26 -201.33
RP118 394876.78 4496026.42 1298.43 -56.04 -202.70 1.42 -201.28
RP119 394646.88 4495685.48 1300.05 -56.54 -203.39 1.44 -201.94
RP12 394315.98 4487158.93 1514.75 -30.28 -201.26 3.31 -197.95
RP120 394421.87 4495351.48 1300.80 -56.81 -203.74 1.62 -202.12
RP121 394201.10 4495019.19 1301.21 -57.27 -204.25 1.69 -202.55
RP122 393980.39 4494673.93 1299.09 -58.43 -205.17 1.61 -203.56
RP123 393804.51 4494311.59 1297.08 -59.34 -205.85 1.51 -204.34
RP124 393628.38 4493949.60 1296.36 -59.79 -206.22 1.63 -204.59
RP125 393452.45 4493591.16 1298.19 -59.80 -206.43 1.64 -204.79
RP126 393279.01 4493236.91 1302.56 -59.70 -206.82 1.63 -205.19
RP127 393098.82 4492866.88 1307.45 -59.55 -207.23 1.72 -205.50
RP128 392924.98 4492510.20 1311.73 -59.06 -207.22 1.79 -205.42
RP129 392742.16 4492136.67 1313.73 -59.06 -207.44 1.77 -205.68
RP13 394830.90 4487165.20 1568.50 -24.21 -201.23 3.74 -197.49
RP130 392571.11 4491787.84 1314.55 -59.16 -207.63 1.70 -205.93
RP132 392214.38 4491053.76 1313.61 -59.84 -208.21 1.50 -206.72
RP133 392119.30 4490650.21 1316.60 -59.19 -207.89 1.47 -206.42
RP134 392072.99 4490258.84 1320.59 -58.15 -207.31 1.53 -205.77
RP135 392048.05 4489851.95 1324.30 -56.97 -206.54 1.56 -204.98
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RP136 391988.61 4489454.77 1324.31 -56.84 -206.41 1.50 -204.91
RP137 391932.33 4489066.10 1327.19 -56.33 -206.23 1.50 -204.73
RP138 391874.52 4488671.46 1331.79 -55.93 -206.34 1.50 -204.84
RP139 391823.06 4488276.28 1337.43 -55.41 -206.45 1.57 -204.89
RP14 395276.93 4487327.02 1655.33 -14.84 -201.60 4.88 -196.73
RP140 391789.00 4487866.63 1344.70 -54.09 -205.96 1.76 -204.20
RP141 391873.58 4487424.96 1349.52 -53.24 -205.65 1.72 -203.94
RP142 391845.09 4487083.85 1347.91 -52.87 -205.09 1.71 -203.38
RP143 391808.51 4486681.79 1347.77 -54.41 -206.62 1.56 -205.06
RP144 391771.09 4486274.75 1343.23 -55.29 -206.99 1.48 -205.52
RP146 391647.22 4485077.00 1328.93 -59.68 -209.77 1.70 -208.07
RP147 391594.86 4484622.33 1344.56 -60.85 -212.70 1.93 -210.77
RP148 386643.53 4484360.29 1283.91 -63.52 -208.55 0.23 -208.32
RP149 386476.93 4485968.65 1278.79 -62.92 -207.37 0.16 -207.21
RP15 395845.91 4487554.10 1732.87 -6.71 -202.17 7.92 -194.25
RP150 386299.13 4487563.98 1284.66 -62.50 -207.62 0.14 -207.47
RP151 386151.34 4489238.37 1288.73 -63.73 -209.30 0.09 -209.20
RP152 386011.36 4490753.98 1287.98 -65.90 -211.38 0.11 -211.27
RP153 385896.80 4492370.58 1281.16 -68.06 -212.78 0.10 -212.67
RP154 385774.35 4493959.55 1273.97 -68.73 -212.63 0.11 -212.53
RP155 385104.14 4495513.22 1277.28 -65.01 -209.29 0.18 -209.10
RP156 393334.67 4485116.44 1418.45 -44.96 -205.12 2.67 -202.45
RP157 393736.96 4485129.69 1448.26 -40.88 -204.39 2.91 -201.48
RP158 394142.96 4485154.35 1471.01 -38.42 -204.48 3.49 -201.00
RP159 394382.60 4485189.70 1504.35 -34.24 -204.05 4.08 -199.97
RP16 393981.28 4488013.25 1479.78 -34.90 -201.95 3.25 -198.71
RP160 392538.86 4485128.18 1379.75 -53.27 -209.08 2.85 -206.23
RP161 392155.87 4485266.82 1348.89 -58.30 -210.64 1.79 -208.85
RP162 392202.09 4486730.83 1364.83 -51.39 -205.52 1.87 -203.65
RP163 392603.73 4486740.37 1387.29 -47.99 -204.65 2.22 -202.42
RP164 393294.64 4486739.23 1430.83 -40.96 -202.51 2.46 -200.05
RP165 393696.31 4486727.28 1459.61 -37.04 -201.82 3.08 -198.74
RP166 394099.78 4486710.33 1525.38 -29.78 -201.96 4.37 -197.59
RP168 394186.80 4486364.25 1526.65 -29.66 -201.98 4.48 -197.50
RP169 393857.29 4486424.00 1482.47 -34.78 -202.13 3.11 -199.02
RP170 393436.43 4486469.74 1429.44 -41.52 -202.91 2.60 -200.31
RP171 393866.07 4487416.67 1476.99 -34.56 -201.29 3.28 -198.01
RP172 394051.17 4487750.79 1490.36 -32.40 -200.64 3.44 -197.20
RP173 394464.12 4487863.29 1522.82 -28.76 -200.65 4.33 -196.32
RP174 393936.96 4488214.62 1473.23 -35.13 -201.44 3.65 -197.79
RP175 394050.52 4488588.28 1462.98 -35.88 -201.04 3.37 -197.67
RP176 394007.72 4488985.92 1449.63 -37.64 -201.31 3.14 -198.17
RP177 393625.98 4488884.76 1443.05 -39.61 -202.53 4.16 -198.37
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RP178 393248.77 4488733.72 1408.63 -44.87 -203.92 2.83 -201.09
RP179 392867.96 4488610.16 1377.43 -48.78 -204.33 2.45 -201.88
RP18 394425.44 4489578.43 1498.13 -31.02 -200.13 4.20 -195.93
RP180 392443.83 4488625.70 1352.31 -52.41 -205.13 1.96 -203.17
RP183 393958.64 4488083.52 1474.63 -36.00 -202.47 3.21 -199.27
RP184 393581.24 4488052.03 1453.47 -39.66 -203.75 2.65 -201.09
RP185 393216.04 4487890.60 1423.21 -43.43 -204.12 2.52 -201.60
RP187 392473.08 4487587.17 1376.64 -49.98 -205.44 1.91 -203.53
RP188 392616.19 4487247.58 1387.89 -47.80 -204.53 2.08 -202.45
RP189 393187.70 4489271.96 1390.67 -46.19 -203.23 2.68 -200.55
RP19 395004.06 4489513.08 1553.63 -24.16 -199.50 6.61 -192.89
RP190 392789.70 4489311.65 1366.11 -49.74 -204.01 2.35 -201.67
RP191 392384.19 4489365.34 1342.63 -53.47 -205.10 1.86 -203.23
RP192 394001.76 4491218.65 1426.09 -41.10 -202.11 3.52 -198.60
RP193 393564.61 4491261.19 1389.89 -46.79 -203.73 3.00 -200.73
RP194 393175.83 4491246.43 1357.50 -51.71 -205.01 2.25 -202.76
RP195 392789.71 4491410.41 1330.78 -56.26 -206.56 1.95 -204.61
RP196 392897.19 4492302.65 1315.55 -58.30 -206.89 1.81 -205.08
RP197 393922.96 4491554.30 1406.69 -43.97 -202.80 4.07 -198.73
RP198 393546.57 4491676.14 1364.94 -49.99 -204.13 2.65 -201.48
RP199 393167.72 4491826.78 1337.64 -54.62 -205.69 2.07 -203.62
RP2 392819.67 4487228.45 1400.51 -46.43 -204.57 2.18 -202.39
RP20 395553.56 4489448.41 1608.02 -18.56 -200.02 9.09 -190.93
RP200 392728.32 4491998.53 1315.27 -58.78 -207.34 1.73 -205.60
RP201 392243.37 4488194.25 1358.53 -51.61 -205.03 2.00 -203.03
RP202 392684.06 4487943.86 1389.27 -47.15 -204.03 2.42 -201.62
RP203 393858.50 4486711.43 1497.59 -33.17 -202.23 4.29 -197.94
RP204 394248.00 4486689.36 1534.47 -28.63 -201.82 3.63 -198.19
RP21 396044.03 4489194.19 1670.23 -11.62 -200.05 8.25 -191.80
RP22 396528.79 4488942.08 1727.31 -5.69 -200.53 9.04 -191.49
RP23 396807.34 4488720.50 1771.07 -2.35 -202.10 7.77 -194.33
RP24 393782.64 4489263.36 1436.68 -39.50 -201.71 2.74 -198.97
RP25 393073.44 4489230.41 1384.27 -47.14 -203.46 2.66 -200.80
RP26 392663.45 4488990.15 1358.54 -51.17 -204.59 1.93 -202.66
RP27 392253.56 4489023.04 1339.36 -54.05 -205.31 1.70 -203.61
RP28 393907.67 4484285.02 1458.29 -38.90 -203.54 2.93 -200.61
RP29 393389.44 4484262.97 1427.77 -42.46 -203.66 2.65 -201.02
RP3 393216.04 4487173.58 1430.44 -41.80 -203.30 2.51 -200.79
RP30 392931.29 4484270.19 1405.93 -47.01 -205.76 2.32 -203.44
RP31 392502.25 4484274.02 1388.80 -51.01 -207.84 2.02 -205.82
RP32 392141.79 4484279.22 1372.59 -56.19 -211.19 1.77 -209.42
RP33 391750.54 4484283.21 1353.90 -60.10 -213.00 1.56 -211.43
RP34 391460.83 4484292.52 1340.63 -62.06 -213.47 1.40 -212.07
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RP35 397275.20 4493525.92 1597.76 -14.98 -195.28 5.55 -189.74
RP36 396898.44 4493855.21 1537.48 -21.61 -195.14 4.21 -190.92
RP37 396483.06 4494187.28 1487.79 -27.59 -195.54 3.84 -191.70
RP38 396116.03 4494451.64 1442.86 -32.23 -195.13 3.31 -191.82
RP39 395929.28 4494871.71 1400.53 -37.54 -195.69 3.68 -192.00
RP4 393612.32 4487129.40 1460.35 -37.11 -201.97 2.88 -199.10
RP40 395826.91 4495273.61 1366.66 -41.65 -195.98 2.60 -193.39
RP41 395655.28 4495647.52 1346.78 -45.11 -197.20 2.69 -194.51
RP42 395464.84 4495999.82 1325.04 -48.76 -198.41 2.14 -196.27
RP44 392920.48 4485094.61 1392.77 -48.97 -206.24 2.38 -203.86
RP45 392900.40 4485910.50 1389.68 -48.35 -205.27 2.40 -202.87
RP46 392886.00 4486726.76 1401.51 -46.10 -204.35 2.41 -201.94
RP47 392876.84 4487511.19 1405.61 -45.20 -203.91 2.36 -201.55
RP48 392906.24 4488314.50 1389.69 -47.68 -204.60 2.52 -202.09
RP49 393004.79 4489126.70 1376.48 -49.06 -204.50 2.23 -202.27
RP5 394055.81 4487092.78 1483.61 -33.25 -200.73 3.09 -197.64
RP50 393123.65 4489938.60 1383.41 -47.87 -204.09 2.33 -201.76
RP51 393543.75 4489924.60 1416.14 -43.45 -203.34 2.82 -200.53
RP52 393950.32 4489917.81 1450.40 -38.82 -202.57 3.41 -199.16
RP53 394347.75 4489898.96 1462.03 -36.62 -201.67 3.27 -198.40
RP54 394745.06 4489902.55 1515.71 -28.62 -199.71 4.04 -195.67
RP55 395318.70 4491215.92 1566.25 -22.13 -198.89 6.14 -192.75
RP56 394906.16 4490931.50 1507.83 -29.25 -199.45 4.52 -194.93
RP57 394514.10 4491050.73 1477.22 -33.94 -200.70 3.73 -196.98
RP58 394115.91 4491178.39 1438.94 -39.37 -201.83 3.84 -198.00
RP59 393844.84 4491853.75 1386.06 -45.23 -201.74 3.50 -198.24
RP6 394459.70 4487059.30 1516.51 -27.64 -198.82 4.26 -194.55
RP60 393461.86 4492017.09 1364.89 -48.30 -202.43 3.56 -198.87
RP61 393044.27 4492245.13 1329.16 -55.11 -205.22 2.45 -202.78
RP62 391682.38 4485929.96 1333.12 -56.92 -207.48 1.40 -206.08
RP63 392081.58 4485890.10 1346.14 -55.71 -207.74 1.65 -206.09
RP64 392493.92 4485856.50 1370.40 -51.58 -206.33 2.10 -204.23
RP65 392886.69 4485829.32 1390.88 -48.19 -205.25 2.59 -202.66
RP66 393289.12 4485801.68 1415.37 -44.54 -204.35 2.92 -201.44
RP67 393695.96 4485779.78 1440.96 -40.91 -203.59 3.11 -200.49
RP68 394102.91 4485718.15 1470.89 -37.30 -203.35 3.30 -200.05
RP69 394504.37 4485735.34 1507.90 -31.84 -202.05 3.86 -198.19
RP7 394925.73 4486956.13 1549.26 -25.66 -200.52 5.72 -194.80
RP70 394906.22 4485714.58 1548.65 -27.31 -202.09 4.39 -197.70
RP71 394820.34 4496643.42 1287.76 -59.23 -204.69 1.29 -203.41
RP72 394543.49 4496350.34 1286.40 -60.41 -205.72 1.20 -204.52
RP73 394260.35 4496050.58 1286.83 -61.60 -206.95 1.34 -205.61
RP74 393968.92 4495741.29 1286.59 -62.81 -208.14 1.40 -206.75
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RP75 393719.90 4495351.03 1285.66 -63.81 -209.04 1.19 -207.85
RP76 393576.09 4495088.17 1285.14 -64.11 -209.28 1.21 -208.06
RP77 393383.50 4494717.42 1283.61 -64.74 -209.73 1.20 -208.53
RP78 393186.46 4494356.41 1281.05 -65.36 -210.07 1.17 -208.90
RP79 392990.53 4493991.27 1283.77 -65.49 -210.50 1.17 -209.34
RP8 395305.01 4486731.97 1585.33 -22.18 -201.08 5.91 -195.17
RP80 392800.35 4493645.04 1282.59 -66.82 -211.70 1.09 -210.61
RP81 392614.29 4493309.53 1285.68 -66.73 -211.95 1.09 -210.87
RP82 392408.23 4492956.10 1285.58 -66.83 -212.05 1.05 -211.00
RP83 392213.12 4492600.41 1286.34 -66.77 -212.07 1.04 -211.03
RP84 392022.60 4492252.54 1286.99 -66.92 -212.30 1.01 -211.29
RP85 391834.20 4491871.66 1287.73 -67.34 -212.80 0.99 -211.81
RP86 391677.18 4491512.43 1287.78 -67.51 -212.98 0.98 -212.00
RP87 391538.77 4491136.17 1292.93 -66.22 -212.26 1.02 -211.24
RP88 391426.75 4490700.02 1293.57 -65.73 -211.85 1.03 -210.82
RP89 391335.32 4490335.84 1296.83 -64.72 -211.20 1.03 -210.18
RP9 395578.08 4486623.67 1603.16 -22.86 -203.77 7.60 -196.17
RP90 391243.51 4489962.68 1296.09 -64.26 -210.65 0.98 -209.67
RP91 391152.30 4489585.40 1295.61 -64.06 -210.41 1.00 -209.40
RP92 391055.56 4489189.77 1297.67 -63.68 -210.26 0.96 -209.29
RP93 390961.68 4488798.55 1298.19 -62.45 -209.08 0.96 -208.13
RP94 390863.97 4488413.04 1299.69 -63.57 -210.37 0.97 -209.40
RP95 390771.02 4488017.36 1303.04 -63.13 -210.31 1.05 -209.25
RP96 390675.04 4487624.39 1301.07 -63.94 -210.90 1.07 -209.83
RP97 390577.32 4487239.34 1300.16 -64.38 -211.24 1.02 -210.22
RP98 390483.35 4486851.45 1297.89 -65.28 -211.88 1.14 -210.74
RP99 390386.98 4486456.49 1289.69 -67.23 -212.91 0.87 -212.04
RPGB 392289.91 4487485.89 1364.82 -51.22 -205.35 1.72 -203.63
RPGB2 393719.90 4495351.03 1285.66 -63.84 -209.06 1.19 -207.87
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               Table 4.  Magenetometer Data
Station Latitude Longitude Elevation Magnetometer 
Interpolated 
Latitude
Interpolated 
Longitude
Diff Main 
Field - Mag
Interpolated 
Base
Interp Base - 
Interp Base Min
Diurnal 
Corrected
1 40.49221 -118.30037 1269.3 51935.2 51128.9 51129.0 806.2 51208.9 18.2 788.0
2 40.49217 -118.29800 1276.2 51947.9 51128.9 51128.9 819.0 51212.7 22.0 797.0
3 40.49224 -118.29566 1285.3 51920.0 51128.9 51128.9 791.1 51215.3 24.7 766.4
4 40.49228 -118.29333 1296.0 51931.0 51128.9 51128.9 802.1 51215.1 24.4 777.7
5 40.49229 -118.29088 1300.0 51876.0 51128.9 51128.9 747.1 51199.3 8.6 738.4
6 40.49235 -118.28863 1302.4 51853.4 51129.0 51129.0 724.4 51199.2 8.5 715.9
7 40.49244 -118.28607 1305.9 51889.1 51129.0 51129.0 760.1 51202.4 11.7 748.4
9 40.49252 -118.28152 1315.4 51908.9 51129.1 51129.1 779.8 51225.8 35.1 744.7
10 40.49249 -118.27919 1323.6 51949.1 51129.1 51129.1 820.0 51221.7 31.0 789.0
11 40.49239 -118.27686 1332.5 51984.1 51129.0 51129.0 855.1 51217.2 26.6 828.5
12 40.49248 -118.27462 1341.4 51953.0 51129.1 51129.1 823.9 51213.2 22.5 801.4
13 40.49250 -118.27222 1351.0 51961.2 51129.1 51129.1 832.1 51206.6 15.9 816.2
14 40.49244 -118.26988 1363.8 51946.8 51129.0 51129.0 817.8 51201.7 11.1 806.7
15 40.49253 -118.26748 1374.7 51905.4 51129.1 51129.1 776.3 51196.4 5.7 770.6
16 40.49253 -118.26500 1384.0 51799.0 51129.1 51129.1 669.9 51213.8 23.1 646.8
22 40.49398 -118.30041 1268.9 51909.0 51129.9 51129.9 779.1 51204.4 13.8 765.3
23 40.49402 -118.29806 1269.8 51962.6 51129.9 51129.9 832.7 51215.3 24.6 808.1
24 40.49408 -118.29565 1276.3 51923.0 51129.9 51129.9 793.1 51216.4 25.8 767.3
25 40.49410 -118.29333 1282.7 51938.0 51130.0 51130.0 808.0 51227.0 36.3 771.7
26 40.49410 -118.29098 1295.6 51899.0 51130.0 51130.0 769.0 51247.9 57.2 711.8
27 40.49414 -118.28862 1302.2 51898.0 51130.0 51130.0 768.0 51212.8 22.1 745.9
28 40.49418 -118.28627 1304.3 51892.2 51130.0 51130.0 762.2 51206.9 16.2 746.0
29 40.49408 -118.28382 1308.9 51915.7 51129.9 51129.9 785.8 51227.2 36.5 749.2
30 40.49411 -118.28147 1316.0 51901.0 51130.0 51130.0 771.0 51229.2 38.5 732.5
31 40.49431 -118.27907 1324.6 51920.1 51130.1 51130.1 790.0 51231.4 40.7 749.3
32 40.49417 -118.27684 1331.9 51971.2 51130.0 51130.0 841.2 51232.7 42.1 799.1
33 40.49429 -118.27432 1341.1 51971.9 51130.1 51130.1 841.8 51234.5 43.8 798.0
34 40.49425 -118.27207 1349.9 51977.7 51130.0 51130.0 847.7 51234.0 43.4 804.3
35 40.49435 -118.26973 1359.9 51975.9 51130.1 51130.1 845.8 51231.5 40.8 805.0
36 40.49443 -118.26734 1371.1 51904.1 51130.1 51130.1 774.0 51230.7 40.1 733.9
43 40.49581 -118.30046 1270.0 51951.8 51130.9 51130.9 820.9 51200.6 9.9 811.0
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44 40.49584 -118.29807 1270.0 51986.6 51130.9 51130.9 855.7 51222.5 31.9 823.8
45 40.49594 -118.29630 1271.6 51939.5 51131.0 51131.0 808.5 51228.6 37.9 770.6
46 40.49586 -118.29338 1277.3 51930.0 51130.9 51130.9 799.1 51223.0 32.4 766.7
47 40.49588 -118.29104 1283.4 51914.0 51131.0 51131.0 783.0 51247.9 57.2 725.8
48 40.49597 -118.28868 1290.1 51892.8 51131.0 51131.0 761.8 51217.1 26.5 735.3
49 40.49597 -118.28622 1299.4 51891.6 51131.0 51131.0 760.6 51221.6 31.0 729.6
50 40.49590 -118.28403 1305.6 51913.8 51131.0 51131.0 782.8 51225.5 34.8 748.0
51 40.49598 -118.28138 1318.5 51859.8 51131.0 51131.0 728.8 51232.3 41.7 687.1
52 40.49607 -118.27923 1325.3 51864.4 51131.1 51131.1 733.3 51231.9 41.2 692.1
53 40.49601 -118.27684 1334.1 51938.0 51131.0 51131.0 807.0 51236.7 46.0 761.0
54 40.49615 -118.27455 1344.1 51934.6 51131.1 51131.1 803.5 51239.6 49.0 754.5
55 40.49623 -118.27212 1353.6 51946.1 51131.2 51131.2 814.9 51236.9 46.2 768.7
56 40.49622 -118.26992 1362.3 51945.3 51131.1 51131.1 814.2 51238.1 47.4 766.7
57 40.49620 -118.26751 1369.7 51958.0 51131.1 51131.1 826.9 51241.1 50.4 776.4
58 40.49614 -118.26511 1381.5 51854.0 51131.1 51131.1 722.9 51213.3 22.6 700.3
64 40.49760 -118.30048 1268.5 51960.0 51131.9 51131.9 828.1 51200.0 9.3 818.8
65 40.49760 -118.29811 1270.4 51958.0 51131.9 51131.9 826.1 51203.7 13.0 813.1
66 40.49768 -118.29587 1272.5 51936.3 51132.0 51132.0 804.3 51232.4 41.7 762.6
67 40.49767 -118.29341 1278.6 51867.0 51132.0 51132.0 735.0 51227.7 37.1 698.0
68 40.49770 -118.29105 1286.7 51812.0 51132.0 51132.0 680.0 51245.5 54.9 625.2
69 40.49773 -118.28871 1291.8 51842.0 51132.0 51132.0 710.0 51217.2 26.5 683.5
70 40.49778 -118.28635 1298.7 51873.0 51132.0 51132.0 741.0 51216.2 25.6 715.4
71 40.49778 -118.28398 1306.9 51851.0 51132.0 51132.0 719.0 51218.0 27.3 691.7
72 40.49782 -118.28141 1316.7 51851.2 51132.0 51132.0 719.2 51225.9 35.2 683.9
73 40.49778 -118.27934 1324.8 51890.0 51132.0 51132.0 758.0 51217.3 26.7 731.3
74 40.49785 -118.27694 1332.2 51822.0 51132.1 51132.1 689.9 51211.6 20.9 669.0
75 40.49799 -118.27465 1340.9 51923.0 51132.1 51132.1 790.9 51211.8 21.1 769.7
76 40.49787 -118.27215 1351.0 51904.0 51132.1 51132.1 771.9 51211.2 20.5 751.4
77 40.49794 -118.26969 1359.5 51900.2 51132.1 51132.1 768.1 51202.8 12.1 756.0
78 40.49798 -118.26745 1368.7 51890.0 51132.1 51132.1 757.9 51212.1 21.5 736.4
81 40.49805 -118.26039 1400.4 51886.0 51132.2 51132.2 753.8 51205.5 14.9 738.9
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82 40.49811 -118.25809 1413.0 51924.0 51132.2 51132.2 791.8 51208.5 17.8 774.0
83 40.49798 -118.25642 1421.4 51942.0 51132.1 51132.1 809.9 51209.2 18.5 791.3
85 40.49939 -118.30051 1269.7 52005.0 51132.9 51132.9 872.1 51199.7 9.1 863.0
86 40.49938 -118.29817 1271.3 51981.0 51132.9 51132.9 848.1 51200.7 10.0 838.1
87 40.49945 -118.29579 1273.6 51935.0 51133.0 51133.0 802.0 51209.7 19.1 783.0
88 40.49948 -118.29344 1275.9 51865.0 51133.0 51133.0 732.0 51231.1 40.4 691.6
89 40.49952 -118.29111 1286.1 51884.0 51133.0 51133.0 751.0 51243.7 53.1 697.9
90 40.49950 -118.28864 1291.0 51803.8 51133.0 51133.0 670.8 51211.2 20.6 650.2
91 40.49959 -118.28629 1299.1 51779.1 51133.0 51133.0 646.1 51210.4 19.8 626.3
92 40.49961 -118.28404 1306.5 51753.7 51133.0 51133.0 620.7 51210.5 19.8 600.8
93 40.49929 -118.28128 1315.9 51737.6 51132.9 51132.9 604.7 51225.8 35.2 569.5
95 40.49965 -118.27693 1332.8 51723.1 51133.1 51133.1 590.0 51200.8 10.1 579.9
96 40.49963 -118.27458 1344.0 51874.0 51133.1 51133.1 740.9 51205.4 14.7 726.2
97 40.49983 -118.27223 1352.9 51889.6 51133.2 51133.2 756.4 51205.6 14.9 741.5
98 40.49976 -118.26982 1360.6 51855.0 51133.1 51133.1 721.9 51204.5 13.8 708.1
99 40.49976 -118.26756 1366.6 51904.0 51133.1 51133.1 770.9 51208.7 18.1 752.8
100 40.49976 -118.26507 1379.2 51923.3 51133.1 51133.1 790.2 51190.7 0.0 790.2
102 40.49982 -118.26041 1398.6 51977.2 51133.2 51133.2 844.0 51207.4 16.8 827.2
103 40.49984 -118.25805 1409.5 51891.0 51133.2 51133.2 757.8 51208.2 17.5 740.3
104 40.49976 -118.25638 1418.6 51878.0 51133.1 51133.1 744.9 51209.6 18.9 725.9
106 40.50125 -118.29585 1272.1 51941.0 51134.0 51134.0 807.0 51208.9 18.3 788.8
107 40.50127 -118.29348 1274.4 51894.0 51134.0 51134.0 760.0 51234.9 44.2 715.8
108 40.50131 -118.29111 1278.8 51799.0 51134.0 51134.0 665.0 51237.6 46.9 618.1
109 40.50131 -118.28874 1285.9 51850.0 51134.0 51134.0 716.0 51214.3 23.6 692.4
110 40.50142 -118.28667 1293.4 51668.0 51134.1 51134.1 533.9 51218.6 27.9 506.0
112 40.50119 -118.28275 1310.7 51772.0 51133.9 51133.9 638.1 51206.9 16.3 621.8
113 40.50254 -118.29604 1267.3 51959.0 51134.7 51134.7 824.3 51209.5 18.9 805.4
114 40.50296 -118.29345 1273.3 51976.0 51134.9 51134.9 841.1 51237.1 46.4 794.6
115 40.50310 -118.29115 1278.1 51791.0 51135.0 51135.0 656.0 51238.8 48.2 607.8
116 40.50313 -118.28879 1286.5 51451.0 51135.0 51135.0 316.0 51233.5 42.8 273.2
117 40.50309 -118.28641 1295.3 51784.0 51135.0 51135.0 649.0 51234.6 43.9 605.1
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118 40.50322 -118.28447 1305.2 51803.0 51135.1 51135.1 667.9 51201.4 10.7 657.2
119 40.50318 -118.28257 1313.1 51852.0 51135.1 51135.1 716.9 51199.3 8.6 708.3
120 40.50485 -118.29589 1270.9 52006.0 51136.0 51136.0 870.0 51217.8 27.2 842.8
121 40.50487 -118.29354 1272.2 51980.0 51136.0 51136.0 844.0 51197.5 6.8 837.2
122 40.50491 -118.29121 1278.0 51937.2 51136.0 51136.0 801.2 51197.1 6.4 794.8
123 40.50500 -118.28867 1285.0 51804.0 51136.1 51136.1 667.9 51229.4 38.8 629.2
124 40.50516 -118.28642 1288.9 51898.0 51136.2 51136.2 761.8 51234.0 43.4 718.5
125 40.50498 -118.28439 1295.9 51845.0 51136.1 51136.1 708.9 51204.3 13.6 695.3
126 40.50508 -118.28239 1310.8 51793.0 51136.1 51136.1 656.9 51198.1 7.4 649.4
127 40.50510 -118.27930 1322.0 51886.0 51136.1 51136.1 749.9 51234.5 43.8 706.1
128 40.50503 -118.27706 1330.8 51923.1 51136.1 51136.1 787.0 51232.8 42.1 744.9
129 40.50502 -118.27473 1340.0 51939.5 51136.1 51136.1 803.4 51230.5 39.9 763.6
130 40.50522 -118.27235 1345.2 51948.5 51136.2 51136.2 812.3 51228.1 37.5 774.9
131 40.50518 -118.27003 1357.3 51974.2 51136.2 51136.2 838.0 51225.4 34.8 803.2
132 40.50519 -118.26764 1363.4 51935.6 51136.2 51136.2 799.4 51223.6 33.0 766.4
133 40.50519 -118.26525 1372.7 52007.0 51136.2 51136.2 870.8 51222.2 31.5 839.3
134 40.50518 -118.26292 1382.5 51900.0 51136.2 51136.2 763.8 51219.5 28.9 734.9
135 40.50515 -118.26061 1393.5 51989.1 51136.2 51136.2 852.9 51216.7 26.1 826.9
136 40.50529 -118.25825 1407.0 51968.9 51136.2 51136.2 832.7 51213.8 23.2 809.5
137 40.50664 -118.29594 1270.7 52017.0 51137.0 51137.0 880.0 51215.4 24.8 855.2
138 40.50669 -118.29358 1275.5 52026.0 51137.0 51137.0 889.0 51215.3 24.6 864.4
139 40.50671 -118.29121 1281.5 51951.0 51137.0 51137.0 814.0 51217.0 26.3 787.6
140 40.50675 -118.28887 1283.5 51922.0 51137.1 51137.1 784.9 51195.1 4.5 780.5
141 40.50675 -118.28651 1290.3 51909.0 51137.1 51137.1 771.9 51194.4 3.7 768.2
142 40.50679 -118.28415 1297.8 51916.0 51137.1 51137.1 778.9 51193.6 3.0 776.0
143 40.50676 -118.28223 1307.4 51888.0 51137.1 51137.1 750.9 51193.3 2.7 748.3
144 40.50668 -118.27937 1315.9 51873.0 51137.0 51137.0 736.0 51238.3 47.7 688.3
145 40.50743 -118.27695 1324.8 51997.0 51137.4 51137.4 859.6 51239.0 48.3 811.3
146 40.50706 -118.27456 1331.5 51930.0 51137.2 51137.2 792.8 51235.6 44.9 747.9
147 40.50697 -118.27229 1342.8 52010.6 51137.2 51137.2 873.4 51233.8 43.1 830.3
148 40.50709 -118.27019 1349.5 51973.6 51137.2 51137.2 836.4 51228.3 37.7 798.7
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149 40.50690 -118.26754 1364.7 51981.8 51137.1 51137.1 844.7 51224.0 33.3 811.3
150 40.50701 -118.26513 1373.6 51960.7 51137.2 51137.2 823.5 51223.9 33.2 790.3
151 40.50701 -118.26293 1380.3 51940.0 51137.2 51137.2 802.8 51224.5 33.8 769.0
152 40.50703 -118.26043 1393.6 51969.1 51137.2 51137.2 831.9 51207.4 16.7 815.2
153 40.50700 -118.25814 1408.2 51974.3 51137.2 51137.2 837.1 51210.4 19.7 817.4
154 40.50853 -118.29174 1276.6 51890.0 51138.1 51138.1 751.9 51220.8 30.2 721.8
155 40.50852 -118.28884 1276.2 51995.0 51138.0 51138.0 857.0 51231.5 40.9 816.1
156 40.50860 -118.28654 1283.0 51870.0 51138.1 51138.1 731.9 51228.2 37.6 694.4
157 40.50861 -118.28407 1290.7 51911.0 51138.1 51138.1 772.9 51227.8 37.1 735.8
158 40.50868 -118.28206 1295.8 51898.0 51138.1 51138.1 759.9 51225.9 35.2 724.6
159 40.51021 -118.29137 1274.9 51729.0 51139.0 51139.0 590.0 51221.4 30.8 559.3
160 40.51031 -118.28884 1277.0 51964.1 51139.0 51139.0 825.1 51221.1 30.5 794.6
161 40.51040 -118.28662 1282.6 51981.9 51139.1 51139.1 842.8 51222.3 31.7 811.1
162 40.51041 -118.28430 1286.0 51977.0 51139.1 51139.1 837.9 51223.7 33.0 804.9
163 40.51040 -118.28196 1290.3 51973.0 51139.1 51139.1 833.9 51225.7 35.1 798.8
164 40.51215 -118.29131 1274.4 51942.0 51140.1 51140.1 801.9 51221.6 30.9 771.0
165 40.51211 -118.28889 1279.0 51872.0 51140.1 51140.1 731.9 51221.2 30.6 701.4
166 40.51217 -118.28670 1284.5 51841.0 51140.1 51140.1 700.9 51221.9 31.3 669.6
167 40.51219 -118.28422 1289.2 51901.0 51140.1 51140.1 760.9 51221.8 31.2 729.7
168 40.51228 -118.28175 1295.0 51924.0 51140.2 51140.2 783.8 51214.5 23.8 760.0
169 40.51228 -118.27723 1308.5 51866.9 51140.2 51140.2 726.7 51222.5 31.9 694.9
170 40.51237 -118.27476 1318.7 51944.1 51140.2 51140.2 803.9 51221.3 30.7 773.2
171 40.51231 -118.27231 1335.2 51991.9 51140.2 51140.2 851.7 51219.5 28.9 822.9
172 40.51230 -118.27024 1342.4 51972.1 51140.2 51140.2 831.9 51218.8 28.2 803.8
173 40.51240 -118.26769 1356.5 51928.1 51140.2 51140.2 787.9 51218.0 27.3 760.6
174 40.51246 -118.26526 1370.3 51988.4 51140.3 51140.3 848.1 51219.6 29.0 819.2
175 40.51230 -118.26288 1377.3 51935.0 51140.2 51140.2 794.8 51221.8 31.1 763.7
176 40.51245 -118.26058 1386.0 51826.8 51140.3 51140.3 686.5 51221.3 30.6 655.9
177 40.51227 -118.25829 1398.6 51786.1 51140.1 51140.1 646.0 51220.8 30.1 615.8
179 40.51383 -118.28896 1279.1 51938.3 51141.0 51141.0 797.3 51203.3 12.6 784.6
180 40.51394 -118.28662 1285.3 51891.0 51141.1 51141.1 749.9 51204.0 13.4 736.6
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181 40.51406 -118.28433 1290.7 51938.2 51141.2 51141.2 797.0 51208.3 17.7 779.4
182 40.51403 -118.28198 1296.9 51928.2 51141.1 51141.1 787.1 51210.9 20.2 766.8
183 40.51408 -118.27731 1314.9 51871.0 51141.2 51141.2 729.8 51220.4 29.7 700.1
184 40.51405 -118.27476 1324.6 51954.0 51141.1 51141.1 812.9 51219.7 29.0 783.8
185 40.51412 -118.27253 1336.8 51754.0 51141.2 51141.2 612.8 51219.4 28.8 584.0
186 40.51418 -118.27020 1345.0 51887.0 51141.2 51141.2 745.8 51218.0 27.3 718.4
187 40.51413 -118.26780 1351.5 51907.0 51141.2 51141.2 765.8 51216.5 25.9 740.0
188 40.51413 -118.26550 1361.9 51908.0 51141.2 51141.2 766.8 51218.4 27.7 739.1
189 40.51429 -118.26256 1373.6 51794.0 51141.3 51141.3 652.7 51220.0 29.4 623.4
190 40.51424 -118.26077 1384.8 51870.0 51141.3 51141.3 728.7 51219.9 29.3 699.5
191 40.51417 -118.25817 1399.5 51893.5 51141.2 51141.2 752.3 51218.8 28.2 724.1
192 40.51571 -118.29136 1272.7 51952.0 51142.1 51142.1 809.9 51195.5 4.8 805.1
193 40.51570 -118.28900 1279.8 51914.8 51142.1 51142.1 772.7 51196.2 5.5 767.2
194 40.51573 -118.28669 1285.5 51911.2 51142.1 51142.1 769.1 51200.6 9.9 759.2
195 40.51580 -118.28421 1292.5 51885.0 51142.1 51142.1 742.9 51207.3 16.7 726.2
196 40.51582 -118.28201 1298.1 51866.0 51142.1 51142.1 723.9 51206.9 16.3 707.6
197 40.51754 -118.29141 1273.5 52003.0 51143.1 51143.1 859.9 51243.6 52.9 807.0
198 40.51754 -118.28916 1278.8 51875.0 51143.1 51143.1 731.9 51237.8 47.1 684.8
199 40.51757 -118.28659 1284.7 51856.0 51143.1 51143.1 712.9 51232.0 41.4 671.5
200 40.51761 -118.28438 1292.3 51791.0 51143.1 51143.1 647.9 51224.9 34.3 613.6
201 40.51767 -118.28195 1299.2 51858.0 51143.2 51143.2 714.8 51215.9 25.2 689.6
202 40.51948 -118.27252 1331.7 51899.0 51144.2 51144.2 754.8 51225.3 34.6 720.2
203 40.51951 -118.27019 1346.0 51960.0 51144.2 51144.2 815.8 51227.5 36.8 779.0
204 40.51959 -118.26776 1356.9 51860.0 51144.3 51144.3 715.7 51229.5 38.8 676.9
205 40.51972 -118.26552 1363.3 51878.0 51144.3 51144.3 733.7 51230.3 39.6 694.1
206 40.51962 -118.26320 1372.6 51822.0 51144.3 51144.3 677.7 51230.0 39.4 638.4
207 40.51972 -118.26066 1382.1 51882.0 51144.3 51144.3 737.7 51230.2 39.5 698.2
208 40.52138 -118.27503 1327.9 51894.8 51145.3 51145.3 749.5 51225.2 34.5 715.0
209 40.52128 -118.27260 1335.3 51898.1 51145.2 51145.2 752.9 51230.6 39.9 713.0
210 40.52128 -118.27023 1344.7 51918.2 51145.2 51145.2 773.0 51233.6 42.9 730.1
211 40.52137 -118.26778 1364.7 51936.7 51145.3 51145.3 791.4 51239.1 48.4 743.0
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212 40.52143 -118.26564 1369.7 51829.0 51145.3 51145.3 683.7 51233.8 43.2 640.5
213 40.52142 -118.26324 1379.7 51884.0 51145.3 51145.3 738.7 51232.1 41.4 697.3
214 40.52142 -118.26089 1387.7 51833.0 51145.3 51145.3 687.7 51231.1 40.4 647.3
215 40.55205 -118.27093 1314.7 51931.7 51162.5 51162.5 769.2 51201.5 10.8 758.4
216 40.55207 -118.26622 1338.7 51958.6 51162.5 51162.5 796.1 51198.5 7.9 788.3
217 40.55552 -118.27094 1312.7 51924.0 51164.4 51164.4 759.6 51219.1 28.5 731.1
218 40.55566 -118.26618 1336.6 51938.0 51164.5 51164.5 773.5 51222.0 31.3 742.2
219 40.55568 -118.26143 1365.8 51948.0 51164.5 51164.5 783.5 51198.0 7.4 776.1
220 40.55915 -118.27102 1307.9 51898.0 51166.4 51166.4 731.6 51225.5 34.8 696.7
221 40.55920 -118.26623 1324.1 51847.0 51166.5 51166.5 680.5 51225.6 34.9 645.6
222 40.55924 -118.26229 1346.4 52001.7 51166.5 51166.5 835.2 51202.7 12.0 823.2
223 40.56279 -118.27105 1298.6 51949.0 51168.5 51168.5 780.5 51213.2 22.5 758.0
224 40.56294 -118.26633 1317.6 51910.1 51168.6 51168.6 741.5 51209.0 18.4 723.2
225 40.56289 -118.26150 1342.5 51981.4 51168.5 51168.5 812.9 51202.0 11.3 801.5
227 40.56804 -118.28556 1254.1 51769.0 51171.4 51171.4 597.6 51236.7 46.0 551.6
228 40.57157 -118.29006 1247.0 51849.0 51173.4 51173.4 675.6 51242.0 51.4 624.2
229 40.57163 -118.28538 1252.6 51983.0 51173.4 51173.4 809.6 51233.5 42.8 766.7
230 40.57172 -118.28076 1260.4 51751.0 51173.5 51173.5 577.5 51233.5 42.8 534.7
231 40.57524 -118.29015 1243.3 51944.0 51175.5 51175.5 768.5 51243.3 52.7 715.9
232 40.57529 -118.28549 1246.4 51938.0 51175.5 51175.5 762.5 51244.7 54.0 708.5
233 40.57530 -118.28076 1258.8 51849.0 51175.5 51175.5 673.5 51241.0 50.3 623.2
234 40.57531 -118.27604 1267.9 51956.0 51175.5 51175.5 780.5 51240.4 49.7 730.8
235 40.57882 -118.29024 1245.1 51884.0 51177.5 51177.5 706.5 51235.0 44.4 662.1
236 40.57878 -118.28545 1246.3 51979.0 51177.4 51177.4 801.6 51236.6 45.9 755.6
237 40.57896 -118.28078 1251.4 51660.0 51177.5 51177.5 482.5 51237.2 46.6 435.9
238 40.57892 -118.27611 1260.5 51987.0 51177.5 51177.5 809.5 51239.5 48.8 760.7
239 40.58238 -118.29042 1245.8 51670.0 51179.5 51179.5 490.5 51234.4 43.8 446.8
240 40.58247 -118.28563 1251.1 51978.0 51179.5 51179.5 798.5 51233.4 42.8 755.7
241 40.58252 -118.28097 1251.0 51990.0 51179.5 51179.5 810.5 51232.1 41.4 769.0
242 40.58254 -118.27616 1259.0 51860.0 51179.6 51179.6 680.4 51231.1 40.4 640.0
243 40.58600 -118.29035 1245.3 51980.0 51181.5 51181.5 798.5 51223.9 33.2 765.3
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244 40.58603 -118.28563 1246.3 51995.0 51181.5 51181.5 813.5 51225.4 34.7 778.8
245 40.58498 -118.28094 1248.1 51940.0 51180.9 51180.9 759.1 51230.3 39.7 719.4
247 40.58957 -118.29043 1244.9 51995.0 51183.5 51183.5 811.5 51227.1 36.4 775.1
248 40.58962 -118.28577 1245.4 52007.0 51183.5 51183.5 823.5 51228.8 38.2 785.3
249 40.58983 -118.28096 1248.4 51989.0 51183.6 51183.6 805.4 51241.6 50.9 754.4
250 40.58974 -118.27629 1250.8 51806.0 51183.6 51183.6 622.4 51228.5 37.9 584.5
251 40.59320 -118.29052 1243.8 51987.2 51185.5 51185.5 801.7 51229.5 38.8 762.8
252 40.59330 -118.28572 1248.1 51987.0 51185.6 51185.6 801.4 51231.3 40.7 760.7
253 40.59330 -118.28118 1246.0 51966.0 51185.6 51185.6 780.4 51233.8 43.2 737.2
254 40.59355 -118.27621 1245.8 51932.0 51185.7 51185.7 746.3 51234.9 44.3 702.0
255 40.59338 -118.27178 1252.2 51991.7 51185.6 51185.6 806.1 51235.6 45.0 761.1
256 40.59342 -118.26703 1253.3 51975.8 51185.7 51185.7 790.1 51236.3 45.6 744.5
257 40.59678 -118.29053 1245.0 51919.0 51187.5 51187.5 731.5 51243.4 52.7 678.8
258 40.59685 -118.28596 1250.0 51860.0 51187.6 51187.6 672.4 51212.7 22.1 650.4
259 40.59664 -118.28151 1238.6 51949.5 51187.5 51187.5 762.0 51237.8 47.2 714.9
260 40.59701 -118.27640 1239.8 51844.8 51187.7 51187.7 657.1 51238.1 47.4 609.7
261 40.59690 -118.27168 1242.8 51985.3 51187.6 51187.6 797.7 51237.2 46.6 751.1
262 40.59698 -118.26700 1248.8 52010.9 51187.7 51187.7 823.2 51236.4 45.7 777.5
263 40.60040 -118.29066 1242.8 51957.0 51189.6 51189.6 767.4 51230.3 39.6 727.8
264 40.60047 -118.28596 1243.8 51970.0 51189.6 51189.6 780.4 51227.6 37.0 743.4
265 40.60050 -118.28119 1247.7 51926.0 51189.6 51189.6 736.4 51226.0 35.3 701.1
266 40.60056 -118.27649 1247.5 51955.0 51189.7 51189.7 765.3 51224.3 33.7 731.7
267 40.60075 -118.27191 1253.7 51934.0 51189.8 51189.8 744.2 51229.3 38.6 705.6
268 40.60063 -118.26699 1252.7 51816.0 51189.7 51189.7 626.3 51232.3 41.6 584.7
269 40.60398 -118.29071 1241.8 51846.0 51191.6 51191.6 654.4 51212.0 21.3 633.1
270 40.60408 -118.28596 1244.7 51914.0 51191.6 51191.6 722.4 51215.6 25.0 697.4
271 40.60418 -118.28125 1250.3 51800.0 51191.7 51191.7 608.3 51219.8 29.1 579.2
272 40.60418 -118.27656 1248.3 51929.0 51191.7 51191.7 737.3 51223.5 32.9 704.4
273 40.60424 -118.27182 1248.8 51799.0 51191.7 51191.7 607.3 51231.3 40.6 566.7
274 40.60421 -118.26712 1248.3 51932.0 51191.7 51191.7 740.3 51233.0 42.4 697.9
275 40.60761 -118.29077 1243.2 51901.0 51193.6 51193.6 707.4 51213.4 22.7 684.7
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276 40.60765 -118.28605 1241.1 51953.0 51193.6 51193.6 759.4 51214.5 23.8 735.6
277 40.60773 -118.28133 1245.3 51966.0 51193.7 51193.7 772.3 51220.7 30.1 742.2
278 40.60778 -118.27659 1246.0 51987.0 51193.7 51193.7 793.3 51221.9 31.2 762.0
279 40.60782 -118.27184 1245.0 51996.0 51193.7 51193.7 802.3 51233.8 43.2 759.1
280 40.60784 -118.26714 1247.8 51910.0 51193.7 51193.7 716.3 51233.7 43.0 673.3
1
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